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Abstract 

Polarization transfer (PT) observables in the 12C(p, p') reaction at 0° for 392 MeV protons 

have been measured using a high resolution magnetic spectrometer Grand Raiden , and 

a newly constructed focal plane polarimeter (FPP). 

The strength of the isoscalar spin-dependent interaction (V(J) was experimentally de

duced from the PT observables for the excitation of the 1 +, T=O state . The obtained 

PT observables for excitation of the o+, T=O, the 1 +, T=O, and the 1 +, T=l states are 

compared with the predictions of microscopic distorted wave impulse approximation cal

culations using the Franey and Love interaction and the Paris interactions. The strength 

of the isovector tensor, the isoscalar tensor, and the isoscalar spin-dependent interactions 

are studied . 

It is demonstrated that the PT observables are powerful probes to study the spln

isospin structure of excitation strengths in the continuum region as well as discrete states . 

The excitation strengths are decomposed into the spin-flip and the non-spin-flip parts 

by using a quantity "total spin transfer" (~) . The total spin transfer is defined by a 

linear combination of the PT observables . The ratio of the spin-flip strengths to the non

spin-flip strengths increase in the region abov the giant resonances when the excitation 

energy increase . It is shown that the measured quantity S LL -Sss is sensitive to the 

isospin structure of spin-flip resonances and is useful to extract the isospin information 

of excitation strengths. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 N ucle on-nucle u s scattering at the intermediate . 
en ergy region 

Over the pa t decades nuclear reaction mcchani 1n and nuclear structure have been ex

tensively studied via nucleon-nucleus scattering in the intcrm diatc cnerg~' region (100 

:::; EP:::; 500 I\IcV). In thi energ) region, single-step procc~se are don1inant and eli tor

tion effects are mini1nun1 since the i oscalar spin-independ nt interaction which mainly 

contributes in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering, is minimum ( e 10 in Fig. 1.1) . 

Therefore: distorted wave i1npulsc approxin1ation (D\\ IA) provid s a good base to de-

scribe n uclcon-nucleus sea ttcring. 

In the recent high precision me<: sure1n nts of polarization phenon1cna in nucleon

nucleus reactions, t'i\'O equipn1cnt arc essential. One is a polariz d ion ourcc and the 

other is a polarin1etcr of reaction products . The polarized ion o1uce provides highly 

polarized 1 roton or deuteron bcmn. with high intcn. ity. Hi. torically the fir. t polarized 

ion sourc was clc,,clopecl in 1950'. · and ha. · been continuou ly upgraded. The polarized 

ion source at thr Rrscarch Center for :\uclcar Physics (RCNP) provides proton bemns 

up to 100 JL.~ with a polarization of 70 - OCfc-. 

As a 1 olarjn1ri cr of the reaction products. thr fir.-t prototypr of a focal planr po

larinleter was clen'lopccl in the cncl of 1970 's [1. 2]. Bv 11. ing the fou1l planr polari1nrtrr. 

1 



2 

polarization of th scattered particle. can be rnea. 'lued with high efficiency frmn the 

scattering a ynnnetry at a catterer target. Study of the pin-i o. pin degrees of frecdorn 

in nuclear systern ha,·e been proceeded by using thi equipn1ent, at n1an)' facilitie.~ . e.g. 

LAl\IPF TRI IF, I CF. RCNP. and RIKE J. In the 1980si a focal plane polarirneter 

MUSASHI [3) was built for the spectron1eter DUMAS [4] at the RC P . The MUSASJII 

was dedicated for the measurerncnt of th polarization of protons between 20 and -11\Ic \

by detecting the asYrnmetries during p+C clastic scattering. A new fo ·al plane polarirne

ter (FPP) for Grand Raiden . pectrometer ha · b en developed for the study of reaction 

n1echanisn1 and pin-isospin excitation in nuclei in the intermediate energ)' region. The 

proton polarization i 111 asured b)· detecting the a yn1rnetri during p+C inclusive. cat

tering. i .e. p+C ela tic . incla tic. and quasi-free scatterings. A part of the ystem wa 

constructed in 1993 and \vas test cl b)· rncasuring spin rotation pararneter for 58 i(p, p) 

ela. tic cattering at fon,·arcl angles [5). O\Y the total sy ten1 ha. been cornpletecl. The 

FPP i capable of n1easuring the polarization of. cattered protons with an efficiency of up 

to 5o/c and with an effective analyzing power of 0.2 0.5 depending on the proton energy 

(100- 400 Ie \ -). The overall FPP system wa fir t u ed in the exp riment of this work. 

1.2 Properties of the N N interaction 

The ~V interaction ha been tudied via nucleon-nucleu scatt ring by u ing the new 

quipments . There are two types of approaches to construct the IV IV effective interaction. 

One is ba rcl on the phenomenological free scattering amplitudes (e.g. Franey and 

LoYe interaction), and the other is derived from the JV~ pot ntials based on rnc on

exchange rnoclcl (e.g. Paris interaction) . In both approaches. the effecti,·e interaction 

between thr projectile (1) and the target nucleon (2) i. de cribed by the following fonn : 

112(7') 1 o(r) + 1 ~(r)al · 0'2 + 1 ~(1·)71 · T2 + 1 ~T(r)al · 0'2T1 · T2 

+ 1 ~L8 (r)L · (s 1 + s2) + 1 '/s(r)L · (s1 + s2)T1 · T2 

+ 1 ~T(r)S12 + 1 ;r(r)S12T1 · T2 . (1.1) 
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Figure 1.1: Energy dependence of the central NN interactions at the mo1nentum transfer 
q=O derived by Love et al. from Ref. 6. 

where L is the relative angular 1nomentum operator, S 12 is the usual tensor operator 

written by 

(1.2) 

The interactions involving the spin operators , a 1 ·a2 , (s 1 + s 2 ), or S 12 , mediate spin-flip 

(65=1) transitions, and those involving the i ospin operators r 1 ·r2 mediate isospin-fiip 

(6T=1) transitions. 

The central interactions of the free N N interaction deduced by Franey and Lo\'e (FL) 

are plott din Fig. 1.1. The isoscalar spin-independent interaction (1 0) is dominating the 

isovector spin-d pendent (1 ~T), the isovector pin-independent (FT). and the isoscalar 

spin-dependent (1 Ta) interactions. In the intermediate energy region. 1 0 beco1nes ·weak. 

Therefore . FaT ·which 1nediates spin-isospin-fiip transitions becon1es relati\·cl~· large . while 

1 ~ is suppressed. 1 ~ is predicted to be quit \Ycak at all energies . 

The propertie. of 1 0 has been studied by using proton cla. tic scattering [7. . 9. 10]. 

\ ~T and\~ ha\·e been in\·estigated bY (p .n ) reactions [11. 12 . 13. 14. 15] as clrscribe in 
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the next section. Until no'~' the strength of \ ~ has not been \Yell detennincd clue to the 

lack of suitable probes . 

1.3 Nucleon-nucleus scattering experiments at 0° 

Among 1nan~r experi1nents, observables at the, cattering angle of 0° arc very useful probes 

to study the nuclear reaction . In the 1980: , differential cross sections of (p, n) reactions 

at 0° were mea urcd at the I CF for various targets . The ratio of the eros sections 

between Ga1now-T ller ( GT) states and isobaric analog states -vvas obtained [12, 13] . The 

transitions to the GT states (GT tran ition) and to the isobaric analog states (Fcrn1i 

transition) are 1nediated by F(TT and \ ~, respectively. The interactions arc related to the 

differential cro s sections by the following simple equation [13]: 

(1.3) 

where Ka is a kinematical factor, No. is a distortion factor, l a is the Fourier transform of 

the NN interaction, B(a,q) is a nuclear structure factor, and a denotes the spin-isospin 

channel of the reaction . The strength ratio of FO"T and \IT at the small momentum transfer 

region has been determined from the measured cross sections . 

In addition to the differential cross ections, polarization transfer (PT) ob cn·ablcs at 

0° are useful to study the nuclear reaction . One of the PT obscrvables, D l\ l\ . for th 

excitation of the GT , tates via (f!, ii) reaction. at 0° wa measured for various targets [16, 

17]. As is de cribccl in Sec . 1.4, plane wave impul e approxin1ation (P\YIA) calculations 

predict a D N N value of - ~ at 0° if the GT transition is n1cdiatccl only by \ ~T· The 

dc,·iation of the 1ncasured D N N value fro1n the prediction has been attributed to the 

contribution from the i. o\·e tor tensor interaction (\ ;!). 

In parallel to the stuclv of the (P: n) reactions, (p; p') Incasurcn1cnt · at vcr~· fon,·anl 

angles haYc been tried by 1nany gronp. [1 . 19 . 20] . But it has taken a long ti111c to 

succeed in n1casuring the (p . p') reaction.· at 0° becau:e the scattered protons and the 

bean1 it.'clf h<ITC' ncarl~· the :an1c 1nagnctic rigiditY. and huge background particles conH' to 
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Figure 1.2: Excitation energy histogram in the 1 2C(p. p' ) reaction at 0° from Ref. 21. 
Background events 1vere subtracted assuming a fiat clistribu tion . 

the counter system fro1n the beam halo and the radiations from the beam top. Recently 

our group have tuned an extremely low halo beam in a good stability. and have succeeded 

in measuring relative eros sections in the 12C(p, p' ) reaction at 0° at the RCNP. The ratio 

of the cross sections for t he excitation of the 1 +, T=O state at 12.7 I\ Ie V to the 1 + . T=1 

state at 15.1 I\1e V was obtained for incident proton energies of 65, 100, 200. 300 and 

400 l'd eV (. ee Fig. 1.2 and 1.3). The 1+, T=O state is 1nainly xcited by F[ through 

knock-on exchange process, and the 1 +, T=1 state is n1ainly excited by \ 'aT · The energy 

dependence of the strength of 11[ relative to that of 1 ~7 wa investigated [21]. The 

differential cross s ctions in (p, p') reaction at 0° have been also mea ur d at the I CF 

for an incident proton energ)' of 200 Ie V [22, 23]. 

1.4 PT observables at oo and the effective interaction 

As a new probe to stud~, the nuclear reaction 1nechanisn1 and the nuclear structure. we 

ha\·e planned to 1neasnre the PT ob en·ables in (p . p') reaction. at 0° b~· using the FPP 

. ~·stein and the Grond Raid en spcctrmnct r at the R C::'\P. 
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Figure 1.3: Ieasured ratio of the cross sections for the 1 + T=O state and the 1 +, T=1 
state and D\VIA calculations using Yarious effective interactions . The figure is taken 
from Ref. 21. 

\Ve briefly consider in the P\iVIA the relation bet1veen the effective interactions and the 

PT observables for spin-flip transitions at 0°. The PvVIA is expected to be a good starting 

point to describe the reaction mechanism for the present xperiment , since single-step 

reactions are dominant in the nucleon-nucleus scattering at the intermediate energies, 

and distortion effects to the PT observables are small [24], especially at 0°. 

In the following discussion, we assume a o+ ground state of an N =Z target nucl us 

(T0 =0) and consider spin-flip (6.5=1) transitions via th (p,p') reaction. Transitions with 

small orbital angular momentum tran. fer ( 6.L ) are strongly enhanced at 0°. Therefore: 

the following two spin-flip transitions with .6.L=O play an in1portant role. 

• isoscalar 111 transitions (.~L=O, .35=1, ~T=O . and !:::.Tz=O) . 

• isoYcctor jf1 transitions (.6.L=0. ~5=1. ~T= l. and -':::.T2 =0). 

Since we arc considering a o+ target nucleus . the spin-parity of the final state is 1 +. 
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In the P\VIA, J\T1V scattering amplitude can be expre sed [25] as 

Each coefficient consists of isoscalar and i ovector tern1s as 

F (1.5) 

·where A 0 , A 7 ... ·:and F7 are C-nun1bers . The equation can be rnodified as 

1 
I\I(q) = A+ 3(B + E + F) a 1 · a 2 + C(a 1 + a 2 ) · n 

1 1 A 

+3(E- B)Sl2(ij) + 3(F- B)S12 (Q). (1.6) 

The unit vectors are d fined by the equations 

A k f - k i QA k i + k f d A QA A q - - an n = x q , 
- I k 1 - k i I ' - I k i + k 1 I 

(1.7) 

where k i and k 1 is the initial and the final momenturn vectors, respectively. The central 

spin-independent cornponent (A) vanishes for spin-fl ip transit ions . The spin-orbit com

ponent (C) and the direct tensor compon nt (E-B) vanish in the case of o scattering. 

Then the PT observables are ·written [26, 27] as 

DLs = 0' 

Dss 
D _ (1Bil 2

- 1Fii2 )-Xj"- 1Bii 2--Yz 
NN - (1Bil 2 + 1Fii 2)-Y.f + 1Bil 2 .. Yz 

( -31Bil 2 + 1Fii 2 )Xj" + 1Bil 2 --Yz 
(1Bil 2 + 1Fil 2

)-\ } + 1Bii 2-Yz (1 .8) 

where _)(y and )(L denote spin-transvers and, pin-longitudinal fon11 factors . respectiYelY. 

The . uffix: i . is taken as 0 for isoscalar transitions and as T for isoYector tran. itions. The 

PT obserYable Dx 1y is equnJ to Dss clue to the rotational s~'nlnlctr~· . The fonn factors 

are rdatccl to the total angular rnon1cntlnn trausfer ~ J as 

_\f = { 
\

-:2 
- T 

2~J 

~J+ l 
2 ( ~J + l ) 

~.} 

for :::..] = ~L + 1 

for ~.] = ~L - 1 
(1.9) 
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Since srnall ::::.L reactions arc highly enhanced at 0°, \Ve can suppose that the contribution 

fron1 the srnaller 6L ( =6 J - 1) i don1inan t and the con tri bu tion fro111 the larger ~L 

(=6] + 1) is negligible for a specified ~J > 0. 

Let us consider the PT obsen·ables for the isoscalar and isovector 1111 transitions . In 

this ca e _:'{j, is equal to ..(Yz and we obtain 

D ss 
_p2 

t 

Fl + 2Bf ' 
p2- 2B2 

t ~ 

p 2 + 2B2 
~ ~ 

(1.10) 

\Ye define ai as the strength ratio of the. pin-dependent central con1ponent (Bi + E 1 + Fi) 

to the knock-on exchange tensor co1nponent (Fi - Bi) : 

(1.11) 

The PT observables. Dss and D LL, are express d by ai in the forn1s 

1 2 1 + 2Re( ai) 
D . s - - - - . 

3 3 2 + lai 12 

D LL 
1 4 1 + 2R e( ai) 

(1.12) - -- + - . 
2 + lai 12 3 3 

Therefore , the PT observables are determined by the strength ratio of the spin-dependent 

central and the knock-on exchange tensor co1nponents \ i\ hich contribute to the transition . 

The isovector 11!1 transitions are mainly n1ediated by the isovcctor central spin-dependent 

int raction (1 rcJT) [28]. If the contribution. fron1 the knock-on exchange tensor interac

tions are neglected ( o.T ---+ oo) as an extre1ne case, we obtain the following values fron1 

Eq. 1.12 : 

(1.13) 

In actual. the iso,·ecior tensor interaction (1 "[) contribute. to the tran. ition. through the 

knock-on exchange amplitude . . and the PT obscrYablcs dcYiatc fron1 the above Yalues 

deprnding on the . trengt h ratio of 1 7' to 1 ~T . Since the st rengt h of 1 ~T has been well 

st nclircl Yia the (p . n) and (p . p' ) react ions. the strength of I 7 can br drtcnninecl b,-

1neasnring the PT ob. e1Tablcs for the iso\·cctor JI1 transitions at 0°. 
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Figure 1.4: The dependence of the PT obsen·ablcs on pure real a 0 value ; where a 0 

represents the relative strength of the isoscalar spin-dependent interaction (1 ~) to the 
exchange tensor interaction (' 7) . 

The isoscalar ~11 transitions arc lTi ainly Incdiated by v; through the knock-on ex

change ampli tude. [28) 29]. If we neglect the contributions from the central interactions 

( a 0 ----+ 0) as an extreme case) \ VC obtain 

2 1 
Dss = - - and DLL = +- (when a 0 ----+ 0) . 

3 3 
(1.14) 

But in reality) the isoscalar central spin-dependent interaction (Fa) also contributes to 

the transitions. B~r n1casuring the PT observal lc. for the isoscalar 1~11 transitions) the 

strength of 1 Ta can be deduced relative to that ofF}' which i. dctenninecl frmn the stud~· 

of the isovector J11 transit ion . . The dependence of the PT observablcs on pure real n 0 

is plotted in Fig. 1.4. One of the purposes of this work is to en1pirically detern1ine th 

. trength of 1 ~ . 
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1.5 Study of spin-isospin excitations in nuclei 

At th cattcring angle of 0°, ~L=O excitation arc trongl~· enhanced. That is one of 

the reason '~ hy proton and light ion reactions at 0° have discoYcred various collective 

excitations such as GT states, isobaric analog states, and giant 1nonopole resonances. The 

observables in nucleon-nucleus scattering at 0° ar powerful probes to study spin-iso pin 

excitations in nuclei. 

The GT transition in the (p, n) channel, i. obaric analog states, and their decay prop

erties have been extcn ivcly studied via the (p, n) [30], eHe. t) [32L and (6Li G He) [31] 

reactions. The GT tran itions in the (n,p) channel have been investigated via (n,p), 

(d. 2He) [33]. (t, 3 He) [34], and CLi, 7 Be) [35] reactions. The (d . 2He) reaction exclusively 

excites spin-flip (~S=l) transitions and is suitable for studying GT states and spin 

dipole resonanc s (SDR, ~S=l, ~L=l). Spin-flip and non- pin-flip transitions by the 

CLi, 7 Be) reaction can be d co1npo ed by detecting the gam1na-ray fron1 th excited 7Be 

nucleus in coincidence. 

The ne" experimental technique to measur the (p, p' ) r action at 0° is hopeful to study 

the spin-isospin excitations in nuclei, since it provides high energy resolution \vith high 

detection efficiency, and the reaction mechanis1n is imple co1nparing with the reactions 

of composite particle .. In addition, the PT obsen·abl at 0° ares nsitive to macroscopic 

properties of the excited state. , i.e., pin, parity, and iso pin ,,·hile they are insensi

tive to the details of the shell-model configurations of the excited states and distortion 

effects [24]. Fig. 1.5 sho·ws D\i\ IA calculations for the excitation of the isoscalar and 

isovector !Ill states via the 12 C(p, p') reaction. The solid curves represent the calculation 

with realistic target -vvave functions by Cohen and K urath [36]. The da heel curves rep

resent the one "·ith a si1nple (Op1;2 Op3; 2 - l) configuration. It can be seen fro1n the fignre 

that the PT obserTable. at forward angles arc quite inscn. iti,·e to the configuration of 

the excited state. In Fig. l.G the D\YIA and the P\YIA calculation for the .,:\!1 . tates 

arc cmnparccl. The PT obs rYablcs at vcn· forward angles arc inscnsiti,·c also to the 

eli. tortion effects. Fron1 the calculations. it is justified to expect that the 1nac-roscopic 
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-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 1.5 : Predictions of the PT observables b:v the D\\ IA calculations for the exci
tations of the 1 +, T=O state and the 1 +, T=1 state on 12 C using the Franey and Love 
effectiYe interaction . Cohen and Kurath target wave functions are e1nployed in the cal
culations represented by the solid cur,·es, while a sin1ple (Op1; 2 Op3; 2 -l) configuration is 
assumed in the calculation of the da hed curves. 

properties of excited state can be studied with little ambiguity from the configuration 

of the excitated states and the distortion effects . 

The (p,p') reaction can excite Yarious spin-isospin modes: (~S , 6T)=(O,O), (1,0), 

(0)), and (1 1). Although all the n1odes can be studied by the reaction, the probl 1n is 

ho\v to extract the information on the spin-isospin mode of excitation trength . In this 

work, we trv a new approach to extract spin-isospin information of excited states from 

PT obserYables at 0° . For this purpose, t" o quantities are newly defined. One is total 

spin transfer and the other is S LL - S s . . 

The total spin tran fer (~)is defined [3 ) by a linear co1nbination of the PT obserYables 

as 

At 0° . it ha.· the fonn 

~ = 3- (Dss + Dss + DLL) 
--1 

"' _ 3- (2Dss + DLL) 
--- - --1 

(1.15 ) 

(1.1G) 

The total spin transfer takes nnit,· for spin-fbp ( ~S=1 ) transitio11s a11cl ~: cro for nou-spin-
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Figure 1.6: Predictions of the PT observables by the DYVIA calculations for the exci
tations of the 1 +, T=O state and the 1 +, T=1 state on 12 C using the Franey and Love 
effcctiYc interaction and the Cohen and Kurath target \vave functions. Solid curves sho\Y 
the results with an optical potential taken from Ref. 37, while dotted curves show the 
results vvith plane waves for the initial and final states . 

flip (65=0) transitions provided that the spin-orbit (LS) interaction is n gligible [39]. 

The condition is valid in the case of (p, p') reactions at 0°. By n1easuring the total spin 

transfer , excitations in the continuum region can be decomposed into the spin-flip part 

and the non-spin-flip part. 

The PT observable DLL is sensitive to the isospin (T) of the excited Ji ll states as 

can be seen in Fig. 1.6. The quantity, SLL- S55 , i more sensitive to the isospin of the 

spin-flip states . From Eq. 1.8, S LL -Sss can be written in the fonn 

1 
2(Dss- DLL) 

(21Bil 2
- 1Fil 2 )-'~~- 1Bii 2-Yf 

(1Bil 2 + 1Fii 2)-Yj, + 1Bil 2);z 
( 1.1 7) 

where SLL=(l-DLL)/2 and S s=(1-Dss)/2 arc the longitudinal and trans\·crsc spin-flip 

probabili tic ·, respectively. The D\\'IA calculations predict that SLL- Sss takes po:itiYe 

,·aluc. for isoYcctor spin-flip transitions \\·ith ~L=O or 1. and takes ncgati\'C values for 

the i. o:calar .'pin-flip transitions . Drtails arc discussed in Sec. 5.5. 
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1.6 Purposes of this work 

The purposes of the (p, p') experirnent at 0° arc surnrnarized as follows. 

1. Dctennination of the strength of 1 ~ . 

This is an attempt to investigate the details of the reaction rncchanisrn . Fran y and 

LoYc (FL) derived [28 , -10] the strengths of all the tcnns of the effccti,·e interaction 

by fitting them to the free NN scattering phase shifts. They noted, hm~·ever, that 

the determination of 1 ~ was poor [28 . -11] . The reason of the poor dctcnnination is 

th in ensitivity of the NN ·cattcring ob. crvables to the srnall 1 ~ strength . Until 

nm,· the st rength of the 1 ~ has not been en1pirically dctennin d. 

HoweYer, pecified interactions can be electively studied by measuring a suitable 

excitation in nucleon-nucleus cattering as "e have cen in Sec. 1.4. The PT ob

sen·ablcs for the isoscalar 1111 transitions at 0° are sensitive to the strength of 1 ~ . 

By using this property, the strength of 1 ~ is studied . 

2. E tablishment of the measurement of the PT observabl sat 0° as a powerful probe 

to study spin-isospin excitations . 

The second purpose is to establish the PT observables at 0° as a spectroscopic tool 

by applying their unique prop rties . Spin-flip and non-spin-flip excitation. can be 

decomposed by using the total spin tran fer. The quantity SLL - Sss is sensitive 

to the isospin of the spin-flip excitabons . The scnsitiYity of the PT ob ervables 

to the spin-isospin rnocl of the excited tatcs is in,·estigatcd for known excitation 

strengths on 1 2 C . 

In Chap . 2. the experirnental setup and conditions arc described. The procedure of the 

clata analYsi. is explained in Chap. 3. The cxperirncntal re. ults arC' prcsentf'cl in Chap. -1. 

In Chap. 5. the results arc con1parcd with calculations "·ith distorted Wa\'C in1pulsc 

approxin1a tion. The strcngi h of 1 ~ <1ncl other intrraction . trengt hs are cbscnssf'c1. The 
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spin-isospin decornposition of the excitation strength on 12 C is performed. Concluding 

rernarks are give in Chap. 6. 



Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENT 

The experi1ncnt ,,·as perfonned at t he Research Center for Tuclcar Physics (RC P)i 

0. aka University. by using a high resolution spcctrmnetcr Grand Raiden [42] and a focal 

plane polari1neter (FPP) [43] . An O\ enriew of the RCNP facility is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 

In this chapter. details about the detector setup and th experimental conditions arc 

described . 

2.1 Beam line 

2.1.1 Polarized proton beam 

A polarized proton beam was provided by a high intensity polarized ion ource (HIP IS ) [44]. 

The HIPIS employs cold (30 K) atomic beams and an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) 

ionizer. The polarized proton bean1 extracted from the HIPIS wa bent from the horizon

tal direction to the vertical direction by an el ctrostatic d ficctor and a dipole 1negnet; 

and was inj ected to an A\.F (Azimuthall? Varying Field) cyclotron with the polarization 

axis in the vertical direction . The beam was accelerated by the A\ ·F cyclotron up to a 

kinetic energy of G4.2 ~IcY . The polarization axi was rotated fron1 the Yertical direc

tion to the horizontal direction b~· using one of two super-conducting solenoids placrcl 

at an injection line of the h:-100 ring c~·clotron. The bean1 was accelerated by the ring 

c~·clotron np to 392 \Ir \ ·. Single turn extraction fro1n the ring n·clotron "·as perfon11ecl . 

13 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of th RCl\P facility. 
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The horizontally polarized bearn was transported to the \YN experin1ental hall . \Yhere it 

bombarded a targ t in the scattering chan1ber. 

The bearn intensity was 2- 3 nA , which was limited by the leak currents of wire chanrbers 

(Sec . 2.4) and the dead tirne of the data acquisition. ysten1 (Sec . 2.6) . The n1axinrun1 

available beam intensity \Vas also 2 3 nA after the beam was tuned by using slit and Q

n1agnets so as to have a minimum halo. The direction of the beanr polarization wa flipped 

every 0.5 seconds by using the strong and weak transition units of the HIPIS alternatiYcly. 

The typical bearn polarization was 0.7. The direction of the beam polarization in the 

horizontal plane \vas adjusted b~' changing the super-conducting solenoid, or by selecting 

another bearn turn of the cyclotron orbit . The latter was rnade b~' tuning the phase and 

voltage of the fiat-top cavity. 

2.1.2 Beam line polarimeter 

The polarization of the proton beam was measured by two sets of beam line polarirne

ters (BLPs) . Fig. 2.2 illustrates the setup of the BLPs. A plastic cintillator made of 

polystyrene with a thickness of 0.3 mm was used as the analyzer target . The p-p scatter

ings , free p-p and quasi-free p-p from carbon nuclei. wer measured in coincidence . The 

trigger signal L (left) was generated by taking the coincidence of the signals fron1 the 

detectors label d L and L' , and the trigger signal R (right) frorn the detectors labeled R 

and R' . The y component of the beam polarization was derived frorn the asymmetry of 

the number of the L and R triggers. Sirnilarly, the .rc component of the beam polarization 

wa obtained from the signals of D ( dmYn); D' , U (up), and U' pla. tic scintilla tors in the 

y direction . The analyzer target was put in the bearn only when the bearn polarization 

was monitored. 

The BLP . . CA. VE-BLP ancl \ YN-BLP; ha,·e the sarne d tector configuration. ancl are 

plac d at the \ YN beam lin with a relative angle of 50° Rs sho·wn in Fig. 2.3. A..ll the 

three-clirncnsional cornponents of the bean1 polarization at the target position can be 

clcclncrd frorn the polarization rneasnrecl b~· thr t\\·o BLP. ·. The procedure of clrclnciug 
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Figure 2.2 : Setup of counters of the BLP in the horizontal plane (top vie\iv). 

the polarization is described in Sec. 3.3. 
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The beam polarization was measured by putting the analyzer targets in the bearn line 

(BLP-in mode) for 20 seconds in every 2 minutes. The BLP targets were removed from 

the bean1 line (BLP-out mode) during the data acquisition of the focal plane events in 

order to remove the background from the n1ultiple scattering of the beam at the BLP 

targets. 

2.2 Target 

A . elf-supporting natural carbon heet \Yith a thickne ·s of 30 rngjcn1 2 was used as the 

target. The carbon . heet was mounted on a target fran1e n1ade of alurnintun . An ernpty 

target fran1e wa. used for the bearn tuning and for the check of the experirncntal back

ground. The target fran1e s were rnountccl on a target ladder placed at the center of the 
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Figure 2.3: The CA\'E-BLP and \VN-BLP, arc placed at the \\ beam line with a 
relative angle of 50°. All the three-dimensional components of the beam polarization arc 
determined from the polarizations measured by the two BLPs. 

scattering chamber. 

2.3 Grand Raiden spectrometer 

Fig. 2.4 shows the setup of the high resolution 1nagnctic pectrometer Grand Raiden [42] 

for experi1nents at 0°. The properties of the Grand Raiden spectrmneter are su1nmarized 

in Table 2.1. The spectrometer has a QSQD ID( +D) configuration . It provides a large 

rnomentum resolving power of pj ~p = 37,000 and a large 1nom ntum acceptance of 5%. 

The last dipole n1agnet . na1ncd Dipole for Spin Rotation (DSR) , i. capable of bending 

protons additionallv to +1 o (DSR+ mode) or -17° (DSR- 1node) ,,·ith little distortion of 

the ion optics . B~' cmnbining the n1ca. urecl proton polarization for the t11·o 1nocle. all the 

thrce-climen ional con1ponents of the polarization can be dctcnninecl. In thi. cxperi1nent. 

the DSR 1nagnct was nsecl to acljnst the direction of the prin1ar~· bcmn to the Farada1· 

cup placed 12 m clownstr an1 of the focal plane . 
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Figure 2.4 : Spectron1eter Grand Raiden in the setup of the experi1nent at 0°. 
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Table 2.1: Design specification of t he G1·and Raiden spectro1neter. 

Configuration 
Iean orbit radius 

Total deflection angle 
Focal plane length 
Focal plane t ilt ing angle 

Iaximun1 particle rigidity 
~Iomentu1n resolving pow r pj 6p 

Iomentu1n broadness 
Horizontal magnification (.x lx) 
Yert ical magnification (YIY) 
~Imnentun1 dispersion (xI b) 

QSQD~ID( +D) 
3m 
162° 

150 em 
45.0° 

54kG-n1 
37,000 

5% 
-0.417 

5.98 

15451 lnm 

2.4 Focal plane detector system 

21 

The focal plane detector system consists of two units, i.e. t he standard focal plane de

tectors and the focal plane polarimeter (FPP) . These detectors are illustrat din Fig. 2.5. 

In this section , the structures of t he detectors are described. 

2.4.1 Standard focal plane detectors 

Standard fo cal plane detectors consist of t\YO multi-wire drift cha1nbers of vertical drift 

type (VDCs) [45], and a plastic scint illation counter (PS1 ) . Charactcri t ics of the YD C 

are summarized in Table 2.2 . The wire configuration of the VDCs is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. 

The VDCs give the position and the incidence angle of charged particles at t he focal plane. 

Hol s are placed in the fran1es of t he VDCs ncar the sensitiYe area. For experin1ents at 0°, 

these hole. · allmY the pri1nary bca1n to pass through . ~I ca. uremcnt of nuclear excitations 

as low as 5 id e\· has been achieved . A high , ·oltagc of -5 .6 k\ . is applied to the cathode 

planes of the YD Cs. and -300 Y to the potential wire . . The high voltage of the cathode 

planes wa. · lm,·crcd during the BLP-in 1node in order to reduce the large leak current 

caused b~· the backgronnd particles fron1 1nulti plc sea ttcriug at the BLP targets. The 

t~·pical leak cnrreu1 in the BLP-out 1nocle wa. · 10 J L~ for each \ 'DC. but it drpcnclcd 
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Figure 2.5: The standard focal plane detectors and the Focal Plane Polari1nctcr (FPP ) 
at the focal plane of the spectrometer in the sctnp of the 0° experi1nent . 
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Table 2.2: Specifi ation of the \'DCs. 

\Virc configuration 
Active area 
Nunrbcr of sense \vires 
Anode-cathode gap 
Anode wire spacing 
Sense wire pacing 
Anode sense wire 
Anode potential wires 
Cathode filn1 
Applied voltage 
Gas mixture 
Pre-amplifier 
Digitizer 

X(0°), U ( -48.2°) 
1150\V X 12QII llllll 
192 (X) , 208 ( 

10 rnn1 
2 mn1 

6 mn1 (X), 4 mm ( 
20 f.km¢ gold-plated tung ten wire 

50 f.J,In¢ gold-plated beryllium copper \virc 
10 f.-iln carbon-aramid filn1 

-5600 \ (cathode), -300 \ (pot ntial), 0 V (sense) 
argon:iso-butane:iso-propyl-alcohol = 70:30:* 1 

LeCroy 2735DC 
LeCroy 3377 drift charnber TDC 

1 T\Iixcd v.rith the argon gas in 2°C ,·apor pressure. 
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on the beam quality. A gas rnixture of argon (70%) and iso-butane (30o/c) i used . Iso

propyl alcohol is mixed at 2°C vapor pressure with the argon gas . The signals from 

the anode wires are pre-amplified and discriminated by LeCroy 2735DC cards, and the 

tirning infonnation is digitized by LeCroy 3377 drift chamber TDCs. The performance 

of the VDCs is described in Sec. 3.5. 

In ord r to reduce multiple scatterings, a thin plastic scintillator with a thickness of 

3 mrn is used as the PSl. The light guide of the photo-multiplier tubes (P ITs) on 

both sides of the PS1 i bent for 45° in order not to interfere with the bean1 duct for the 

primary beam. The signals from the PS1 are used to gen rate trigger signals. The tirning 

and charge of the PS1 signals arc digitized by LeCroy FERA and FERET systerns and 

arc record d by the data acqui ·ition systen1. 

2.4.2 Focal plane polarimeter (FPP) 

The polarization of thr , catterecl protons arc rneasnrecl b:· the FPP. As polari1netrics, 

p+C Plastic. inelastic ancl quasi-free scatterings arc inclusivelY 111 asurccl. One of t hr 
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characteristics of the FPP is its large size ·with which all the n1o1nentun1 acceptance of 

the Grand Raiden spectrometer is covered at once. A. sho1vn in Fig. 2.5 , the FPP con

, ists of four n1ulti-wire proportional cha1nber , (:t\ f\YP C1- --l). a carbon slab as the s 'cond 

scatterer , a plastic scintillator (PS2) in front of the ·catterer , and a pla ' tic scintillator 

hodoscope (HS-X) . 

The specifications of the :t\I\NPCs are sun1n1arized in Table 2.3. The wire configuration 

of the :t\I\VPCs is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The IYVP C3 and :t\f\VPC4 have three anode 

planes: X (0°:vertical), U (-45°) , and V ( +45°). The X planes were not used in the 

experiment due to the lin1itation of the readout electronics. The :t\IYVPC1 and :t\I\VPC2 

have one anode wire plane (X). The counter gas is a 1nixture of argon (66) . iso-butane 

(33) , and freon (0 .3). Iso-propyl-alcohol i mixed in 2°C vapor pressure with the argon gas 

at 1 atm in order to reduce the aging effects of the anode wires. A high voltage of -4.7 k\' 

is applied to the 1\VPC3 and I\\TPC4, and -4 .9 kV to the :t\f\VPC1 and f\YP C2 . The 

high voltage was lowered during the BLP-in 1node to reduce the leak currents due to the 

background particles. The typical leak currents in the BLP-out 1node were 2 f.i,A for the 

I\iVPC1 and 1\iVPC2, 25 MA for the :t\IVVPC3, and 50 MA for the 1\VPC4. Holes are 

opened in the frame of the ~IWPC3 and :t\I\i\ PC4 allowing the pri1nary beam duct to 

pas through . The performance of the 1\i\ PC i described in Sec. 3. 7. 

A carbon slab ·with a thickness of 12 em is u ed . The thickness is optin1ized considering 

the polarimetry efficiency and the 1nultiple scattering effect . The density of th carbon 

block wa 1.7 g/Cin3 . The thickness of the PS2 is 3 1nm. The light output of the PS2 is 

detected by a P:t\IT placed on the low 1non1entu1n side of the PS2 . The HS-X con ist. 

of 8 plastic scintillation count r ·with an area of 200 m1n x 800 111m and a thickne., of 

10 Innl . The light outputs are detected b~, the P IT. on both upper and lo1Yer , ides. 

The polarization of the protons i. obtained fro1n the a yiniuetry during the inclusi\·e 

scattering at the carbon slab. The 1\f\VPC3 and ~I\\~PC.J detennined both the x ancl 

y trajectori · of scattered protons . The ).I\YPC1 ancl ~f\YPC2 detern1incd onl~· the 

.t trajector~· of inco1ning protons. The i\I\YPCl and }.I\\-PC2 arc used onlv for the 
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Table 2.3: Specification of the I\0/PCs . 

l\I\VPC1 ,2 l\I\VPC3 l\n~·rc-± 

\Yire configuration X(0°) X(0°), U(-45°). V( +45°) 
Active area 760 ,,. x 200H mrn 1400\\. X 418Il 111m 1400" x GOO II mm 
Nurnber of wires 384 704 (X) , 640 (U ,V) 704 (X,U,V) 
Anode-cathode gap 6 l11lll 
Anode wire spacing 2 rnm 
Anode wires 25 mrn¢ gold-plated tungsten wire 
Cathode filrn 10 J.Ll11 carbon-ararnid 6 J-lm aluminized mylar 
Cathode voltage -4900 v -4700 v 
Gas n1ixture argon :iso-butane:freon:iso-propyl-alcohol = 66:33:0 .3:1 

Pre-amplifier LeCroy 2735PC and 1 anometric 277-C3 
Digitizer LeCroy PCOS III 

1 I\Iixed ·with the argon gas in 2°C vapor pressure . 

second-level trigger system (Sec. 2.5.2). 

2.5 Trigger system 

The event branches selected by the trigger systern i. illustrat din Fig. 2. 7. As described in 

Sec . 2. 5.1, the first-level trigger systen1 gen rates FP triggers and FP P triggers according 

to the sampling conditions and the signals from the PS1, PS2, and Hodo cope-X counters . 

The FP trigger is generated by taking the coincidence of the signals of the PS1 and PS2. 

Every n-th FP event is unconditionally recorded by the data acquisition system (FP 

san1pling event) . where n is a preset sampling rate . For other FP event . the trigger 

system generates FPP triggers if the FP trigger occurs in coincidence with the HD-X 

signal. Every rn-th FPP event i.· unconditionally recorded (2nd-Level sarnpling e\·ent). 

For other FPP e,·ents. the trigger y. ten1 cletern1ines whether to r cord the e\·ent or not. 

according to the de ·isiou of the 2nd-Level trigger s ~·. ten1 ,,·hich is described in Sec. 2.5.2. 
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Figure 2. 7: E \'ent branches b~' t he trigger systCln illustrated in F ig. 2.9. The sampling 
rates ·were set as ( n . m )=(1. any Yalue) for t he . inglcs (cross section) n1easnrernent . and 
(n . 7n)=(20. ) or (n . 7TI)=(oo: 20) fo r the polarization t ransfer n1casnrcrnrnt . 
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2.5.1 First-level trigger 

A logic diagran1 of the first-level trigger syste1n is illustrated in Figs. 2. and 2.9 . The 

core oft he trigger systc1n [-:1:6] is designed by a CAD systc1n on a personal compu tcr and 

dm\'n-loaded to field progranunable gate arrays (FPGr\s) in three LeCroy 2366 UniYersal 

Logic Iodulc . The FPGA arc progran1n1ccl to be capable of changing the detailed 

configuration of the trigger cir uit via Cr\I\IAC function. . For exmnplc. smnpling rates 

and coincidence logic of the triggers can be changed . 

The trigger system generates two t)'pcs of triggers. 

• focal plane (FP) trigger 

The FP trigger arc generated by taking the coincidence of the signals from the 

PS1 and PS2 (PS1nPS2) . Here the PS1 ignal is the coincidence of the signals 

from both the P ITs of the PSl. 

• focal plane polarimeter (FPP) trigger 

The FPP triggers are generated by taking the coincidence of the signal PS1nPS2 

and HS-X (PS1nPS2nHSX) ·when the FP sampling event is not generated. Here 

the HS-X ignal i created by taking OR of all the PI\ IT signals of the HS-X. 

For every n-th FP trigger, the n-1 signal of the counter-1 in Fig. 2.9 is generated. and 

the e\·ent i recorded as an FP ampling event independently of ·whether the HD-X ignal 

occurs or not. The sa1npling rate, n, can be changed by a CA IAC function . For other 

FP triggers . the FPP trigger is generated if the FP trigger occurs in coincidenc with the 

HD-X signal. After the trigger. arc generated . th counter i incrcn1entcd preparing for 

the next event. \Yhcn an FP or FPP event i generatrcl . the trigger . ~·sten1 sets the buS)' 

, tatus and distributes gate signals to analog-to-digital con,·erters (, DCs) ancl start/ top 

signaL to iin1e-to-digital con,·ertrrs (TDC '). The trigger circuit is de. igncd so that the 

timing of the gate signaL doc not depend on the type of the triggers . 

For c\·er~· m-th trigger. the m-1 ignal of the conntcr-2 i. generated. a11cl the event is 

recorded as a seconcl-lrYrl sau1pling C'\'rnt indC'pcndrntlY of tlw clrci:ion of the second-
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of the trigger sources . The triggers are generated from 
the signals of the plastic scintillation count r . . 

level trigger system . For other FPP triggers the trigger system determines whether to 

take the e\'ent or not, according to the decision of the second-level trigger system, ·which 

is described in Sec . 2.5.2 . If the decision is 'accept', the system records the event as a 

second-level accept event and clears the busy status. Otherwise, i.e . if the decision is 

'reject', the system distributes clear signals (fast clear) to all the digitizer modules. After 

a fixed time (1.5 J-LSec), which is sufficient to clear all t he modules, the system clears the 

busy status and becomes ready for the next event . 

2.5.2 Second-level trigger 

One of the 1nost important parts of the FPP i. the second-le,·cl trigg r s:v tern [4 7] . l\Iost 

of the triggered events have sn1all scattering angle at the carbon slab, and are useless 

to detern1ine the polarization of the protons since the analyzing power for such events 

i. small. In order to avoid taking the. e meaningle. s e\·ents, the second-level trigger 

s~'ste1n ha been developed. The syste1n calculate. a rough scattering angle in a few 

1nicro seconds and makes decision \Yhether to take the event (accept) or not (reject). A 

diagram of the . econd-level trigger s~'· tcn1 i. illustratrd in Fig. 2.1 0. The systf'ln is also 

based on a field prograrn1nable gate arraY on a LeCroy 23GG uni\'ersallogic unit. 
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of the trigger circuit down-loaded to the FPGA in LeCroy 
2366 UniYersal Logic Iodules . 

The scattering angle at the carbon block is calculated from the hit positions at the four 

l\1\\ PCs. The data from the VDCs are not used because of a relatively large conver ion 

time of the TDCs and the complexity of calculating the hit po itions. The wire number 

of the center position of the clusters in each rf\IVPC plane is obtained by a LeCroy PCOS 

III system. The data are transfered to the second-level trigger S) sten1 via ECL bus lines 

and stored in the memory of the FPGA. 

Th horizontal direction of the incoming proton i approximately proportional to x 2 - x1 

as 

ein t ein d ( ) 
X rv an X = Din x2 - xl ' (2.1) 

where .x 1 (.1: 2 ) is the wire number hit in the X-plane of the l\1\VPCl (l\ I\VP C2) . Din is the 

distance between the l\ 1\~TPCl and the l\I\VPC2, and dis the '\Yire spacing (2 lTiln). The 

direction of the inco1ning proton is approxin1atcd to be in the horizontal plane according 

to the ion optical propertie of the Grand Raid n. Then the projections of the incmning 

bca1n direction onto the U and Y planes ( =t=45° fro111 the Ycrtical direction) arc Y\Ti tten 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of t he second-level t rigger syste1n . The m ain part of t he 
circuit is prograrnmed on a FPGA (sho\\'n by t he b ox wit h dashed lines). 
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as 

(2 .2) 

(2.3) 

The projection of the directions of the outgoing protons onto U and V plane ·were 

approxin1ately proportional to U.J. - u 3 and v 4 - v 3 , respectively, as 

gout 
u 

gout 
v 

LJOUL d ( ) tan {Ju = nout u4 - u3 ' 

d 
tan gout = --(v - v ) 

v nout 4 3 ' 

(2 .4) 

(2 .5) 

\Vhere 'u3 ( u.J.) is the wire nu1nber hit in the -plane of the l\t1\iVPC3 (l\ I\VPC4), v 3 ( v 4 ) 

is the ·wire nu1nber in the V-plane of the l\I\VPC3 (l\ I\VPC4), and nout is the distance 

bet\veen the l\I\VPC3 and the l\I\iVPC4. The distance between the l\IVlPC3 and the 

IVlPC4 is J2 ti1nes longer than that between the l\I\iVPC1 and the l\I\iVPC2, i.e. 

The U and V con1ponents of the scattering angles (gu and gv) 

gout _ gin 
u u 

are calculated from the following equations: 

(2.6) 

(2 .7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

B:v looking up a table with the two ntunber (scattered angles) as indices. the systen1 

determines \Yhether to accept or reject each vent . The tal leis down-loaded by CA IAC 

functions to the LeCroy 2372 1nemory look up unit . If n1ulti-clusters occur in one or 1nor, 

1\I\\.P C planes. the system looks up the table for all the combinations of the clusters at 

the six planrs. The event i, rejected "·hen the results are reject for all the c01nbinations. 

ot hrrwisc the r\·cnt is accepts. 
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The table is . ct so that the event with a scattering angle of lc , than ....1:
0 arc rcjcctccl. 

The data of the horizontally scattered protons arc also taken. Thosc data arc useful to 

check the consi. tency in the azirnuthal angular distribution of the scattered c\·cnt . \\·hilc 

they arc useless to n1easurc the horizontal con1poncnt of th polarization. 

In the cxperin1ent, the sccond-lcvcl trigger sy ·tcn1 reduced the trigg r rate by a factor 

of 2.5. The trigger rate was sufficientl:y reduced to be handled by the data acquisition 

. ystern de cribcd in the next section . 

2.6 Data acquisition system 

A fast data acquisition (DAQ) [....!: . 49] systern has been developed for high rate n1ca-

surements using the FPP sy. tcn1. A schernatic view of thi DAQ sy. tern is sho\vn in 

Fig. 2.11. The drift tirnc data of the VDCs arc digitized by the LeCroy 3377 systcrn and 

the digitized data are tran fered ,·ia the ECL bus to a rnernory buff r in a V~IE systcrn . 

The event header event counter and input register \Vords are appended by the Flo\\· 

Controlling Event Tagger (FCET) [50] rnodules . The hit pattern of the I\YPCs arc 

converted to the central position and the width of each cluster by the LeCroy PCOS-III 

y tern. The data are transfercd to a rnernory buffer \'ia a Rapid Data Transfer l\Iodule 

(RDT I) [51] . The RDT~I transfers data horn the LeCroy-bus to the ECL bus. The 

timing and the charge of the signals from the plastic cintillation counter are digitized 

by the LeCroy FERA and F RET ysterns. Th data are also transfered to a n1en1or~r 

rnod ule via the ECL bu . . 

The data conversion and the storing arc pcrfonned only by hardware logics \\·ithout 

. oftwarc n1anagcrncnt nor CA~L\C functions. The typical dead tirne for an e\·cnt is less 

than 30 micro seconds, which is 1nore than 20 tin1cs srnaller than that of the prcvions 

C.--\~IAC based :~·. · t 111 . The details about the DAQ systcn1 arc described in Appcnclix D. 

The clcacl t irne ratio \\·a. 20o/c even at a 7 kHz trigger rate. In total. 350 G B~·tc cla t a \\·err 

torccl in this cxpcrirnent on cligitallincar tapes (DLTs) ancl a rnigration systrrn. 
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Figure 2.11 : An o,·ervie\v of the fast data acquisition system. 
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The experimental condit ions are umn1arized in Table. 2.4 The polarized proton bean1 

was tuned not to have any sizable halo by 1nonitoring the trigger rate at the focal plane 

for the en1pty target fra1ne . The beam halos '"ere reduced mainly by adjusting the slits 

and Q-magnets at the inj ection line fron1 the AVF cyclotron to the ring cyclotron, and 

the phase matching of the two cyclotrons . The three beam viev.rers at the focal plane 

in Fig. 2.5 were used for the beam tuning purpose, and were pulled off during the data 

acquisition . The typical FP trigger rate was 20 kHz. The FP triggers \i\'ere pre-scaled 

by a factor of 20 to 1 e 1 kHz and were acquired as FP ampling events . The typical 

FPP trigger rate was 15 kHz. The FPP trigger was reduced to 6 kHz by the second-le,·el 

trigger syste1n . The event was acquired a · an FPP eYent . Consequent ly, the DAQ s~·stem 

acquired 6+ 1=7 kHz triggers ·with a dead time of less than 20o/c . 

\Ye succeed din 1nca. uring spectra over a broad excitation energy region of 5 34 ~Ie\· . 

which corresponds to a verY i1nportant energy region. The lowest excitation energY. 

5 ~de\-. was achieved O\ving to the holes opened in the fran1e of the YDC. and :\I\YPCs. 

B~· introducing a triplet quadrupole n1agnet in the bca111 line fro1n the focal plane to the 

bea1n chun p. the trans1ni. sion of the bea1n cunen t to the 0° Far ada~· cup was ilnpro,·ecl . 
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Table 2.4: Su1nn1ary of the cxpcrin1en tal con eli tions. 

bea1n proton 
b a1n energy 392 l\IeV 
bcan1 intensity 2-3 nA 
beam polarization 0.7 
target nate 

target thickness 30 mgjc1n 2 

scattering angle 0 de g. 
horizontal acceptance (lab.) ±1.00 de g. 
vertical acceptance (lab.) ±2.98 de g. 
energv resolution 100-200 kcV 
carbon slab thickness 12 ClD 

carbon slab density 1.7 g/cm3 

FP trigger rate 20 kHz 
FP san1pling event rate 1 kHz 
FPP trigger rate (1st level) 15 kHz 
2nd-level accept event rate 6 kHz 
DAQ live time 80 % 
Event size 160 Byte/event 
Total data f 350 GByte 

The transmission was checked by companng the beam currents 1neasured by the 0° 

Faraday cup and by the Faraday cup in the scattering chamber. Since the two currents 

could not be 1neasured simultaneously, the number of the events at the BLP , which \vas 

proportional to th bea1n current if the accidental coincidence events ,,·ere ubtracted . 

was used for the normalization of the beam current . The transmission was 99o/c . 

The polarization transfer data were obtained for 1nainly two orientations of the becun 

polarization in the horizontal plane in ord r to dcco1npo. e the two PT obscrvables. Ds. 

(=DNt;) and DLL · The measured observables arc summarized in Table 2.5 . 
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Table 2.5: Summary of the measured observables. 

target thickness 
(mg/cm 2) 

30 
30 

observable 

Dss and DLL 
dCJ /dO 

scat . angle 
(deg) 

0 

0 
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Chapter 3 

DATA REDUCTION AND 
ANALYSIS 

3. 1 Data reduction proce dure 

The analysis has been performed by using the central computer system at the RCNP. 

The operating system was Digital Unix \14 .0 on DEC/4100 computers. The data stored 

in the DLTs vvere copied to the migration systen1. The three steps of the data summary 

tapes (DSTs) were created fro1n the raw data according to the follo-wing scheme. 

DST-1. 

• Convert the hit pattern and the drift time data of the VDCs to a thr e di

mensional trajectory before scattering at the carbon slab . 

• Convert the hit pattern of the l\ IVlPC to a three dimensional trajectory after 

scattering at the carbon slab. 

• Select the events that have only one cluster in each YDC plane. 

• Position dependent efficiencY of the \'DC planes were deduced . 

• If the t)·pe of the eYent was FPP (not FP): select the e\·ents that have onh· 

one clu. ·ter in each of the ?d\YPC plane .. 

DST-2. 

36 
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• Select the events having the horizontal scattering angle of the first scattering 

in a region of interest (- 2° :::; e :::; 2°) . 

• Select the events corresponding to the second scattering angle in a region of 

interest (4° :::; efpp:::; 30°) . 

DST-3 . 

• Select the events corr sponding only to the excitation of the specified discrete 

states, i.e. o+ at 7.65 ~ 'leV , 1+, T=O at 12.7 1IeV, and 1+, T=1 at 15.1 ~IcV . 

The typical data ize of the DST-1, DST-2, and DST-3 were 64%, 37%, and 1.7% of the 

raw data size, respectively. 

The DST-1 were mainly used for the analysis of the double differential cross sections. 

The DST-2 were used to deduce the PT observables over them asured excitation energies. 

The DST-3 were used to deduce the PT observables for the three discrete states, to check 

the consistency of the analysis, to calibrate the parameters. 

3.2 Analyzer Program 

A general purpose analyzer program, DRED [52), has been developed for the analysis of 

the data obtained during this experirnent . 

The sequences of the analysis are specified in a de cription file as a list of definitions 

of variables. The program does the calculation of the variables for output, frorn other 

variables in the data fi le according to their definit ions. The output of the program is 

considered as a DST-file . The description of the output data are autornatically appended 

at the head of th output file . and arc interpreted ·when the fil i. read to create the next 

DST-file. The event selrction algorithn1 required to select n1caningfnl e\'Cnts is also 

implernentcd . 

The prograrn is optirnized to be capable of handling DST. easil~, and flexibly. The user 

needs not to care the data type in the input file. but only need. to n1oclif~· the definition 
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of the output variables and the output conditions. The obtained histogran1s arc stored 

in a HBOOK [53] file and ar plotted using the progran1 PA\ \' [54]. 

3.3 Polarization of the proton beam 

The beam polarization was measured b~r t1Yo set of bea1n line polarimeter as described in 

Sec. 2.1.2. The number of measured events corresponds to a sum of the true coincidence 

and the chance coincidence . The number of the chance coincidence events vvere counted 

by the coincidence of signals fron1 one of a paired plastic scintillation counters and delayed 

signals from the other one. The delay time 60 n ec. which is the time interval of bea1n 

bunches. The chance events represent about 0.3 Yo of the total events . 

The x component of bean1 polarization (p~LP) and the statistical uncertainties (~p~LP) 

were calculated from the following equations: 

(3.1) 

These equations can be applied both to the \iVN-BLP and the CAVE-BLP (see Sec . 2.1.2) 

Similarly the y component of the beam polarization (p~LP) and the statistical uncer

tainties (~p~LP) were calculated using the following equations : 

O!.y (3 .2) 

The variables . Lr. L l · represent the event nun1bcr. detected by the left (L) scintillation 

counters for ·up· (I) and ·clown· (I) bea1n n1ode. The \'ariable ' . Rr . R t; U1. U1. D 1. D 1 

arc defined sin1il arl~ , for the right (R ). up CC) . ancl clown (D) counter . . rcspcctil'cly. The 
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ruocles, ·up' and 'down', represents the orientation of the polarization at the injection 

line of the A YF cyclotron. 

The analyzing pmver for the (p . 2p) inclusive cattering from a polyetherene target at 

392 l\Ie V vvas calibrated by rneasuring the asyn1metry for the bearn vvhose polarization 

was n1onitored by the bearn line polarimeter, -BLP. The -BLP \Vas placed at the 

injection lin of the ring cyclotron where the bearn energy \iVas 64.2 Ie Y. The N-BLP 

detected the asymmetry during p+C clastic scattering at a laboratory angle of 47.5°. 

The analyzing power of the LBLP. 0.975±0.011, was taken from Ref. 55 and 3. In 

th calibration n1easuren1ents, the beam \vas tuned o that the transmission efficiency 

through the ring cyclotron was n1aximum. The obtained analyzing power is 0.44±0.02 

for the polyetherene target. 

The analyzing power for the polystyrene target was calibrated to that for the polyetherene 

target. The asymmetry for the polystyrene target at the CAVE-BLP was measured for 

the polarized proton bearn whose polarization '~r as monitored by the \ A/ -BLP with 

the polyetherene target. The obtained analyzing power is .A~LP =0 .44±0.02 for the 

polystyrene target . 

The three-dimensional compon nts of the bearn polarization at the reaction target 

have been obtained from the polarizations measured by the two BLP using the following 

equations: 

p~eam 

P
beam 
y 

' = 

WN 
Px ' 

w = PCA\"E 
Py y ' 

p;v . COS e~LP - p~AVE 

sin e~LP 

r (gp - 1)eBLP 
2 

J{P + J.I!Pc2 

~Ipc2 
(3.3) 

where p~cam. peeam. and p~eam represent the .t: . y, and z con1ponents of the polarization 

at the reaction target. rC'specti,·ely. p;_,-N (p~.-\\ ' E) and p~\- N (p 71 ··
1 1 'E) denote the .1· ancl .lJ 

cornponcnt oft he LC'c:un polarization at the \Yl\-BLP (C.-\ YE-BLP ) clrclncccl frorn Eqs. 3.1 
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and 3.2. respectively. eBLP (=50°) is the relative angle of the two BLPs (sec Fig. 2.3). 

gP = 5.- 5 is the gyromagnctic ratio (g-factor) of protons, l\-P = 392 l\Ic \ - is the kinetic 

energy of the proton bean1 , ancl ~ IP is th proton re. t 1nass. Sec. B. I cle. cribe in details 

the precession of a polarization vector in a n1agnctic fie ld . 

The horizontal co1nponcnt of the polarization IYas about 0.65 0.7 . Th vertical coln

ponent of the polarization was typicall~' less than 0.03 , and O.IO for the worst case. The 

n1agnitude and the orientation of the beam polarization were stable during the cxperi

n1ent . 

3.4 Plastic scintillation counters and hodoscope-X 

The plastic scintillation counter (PS I ), placed downstrea1n of thf' \ DC·s, wa used to 

create trigger signal. . The 1ncan t ime of the signals from the Pl\IT on both sides of 

the PSI was the reference point of all the acquired t i1n ing information . The charge 

information from the P l\ITs was used to identify the particle which triggered the e1 cnt . 

The energy lo of a charged particle passing through material depend on its charge and 

velocity as described by the Bethc-Bloch equation (see Eq. 3.32 and Ref. 56) . 

The light intensity at the x po ition i given b:y 

I (x) = 10 exp { -x/l }, (3.4) 

where 10 is the light intensity where the particle passes , and lis the attenuation length of 

the cintillator. The energy lo. s. E1oss ( Io) . i related to the square root of the product 

of the light output from both ide of the cintillation counter : 

Im = ji(x) I (L- x) = Ioexp{-L/2l } ex: Bloss (3 .5) 

where L i. the length of the ,'cintillator . A histogran1 of In~, is plotted in Fig. 3.I for 

(p . p') cattcring at o . A rongh gate was set for proton. fro111 IOO to 300 channels . Iu 

thr 0° 1neasure1nent the deuteron peak wa. not obsen·ccl. 

Thr pla. tic scintillator (PS2) on the carbon slab was also nsrcl for generating the trigger 
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12 C(p,p') at B= Bo 

proton 
100000 

500 1000 

Energy loss in PS 1 (Channel) 

Figure 3.1: Energy loss in the PS 1 in the 12 C (p, p') reaction at 8° deduced by the square 
root of the product of the charge outputs from the P:rviTs on both sides. A gate for the 
proton events was set in a range of 100- 300 channel. as shown in the figure . 

signals . The light output of the PS2 was detected only from the lmv rnomentum side in 

order not to interfere with the primary bea1n duct. It was confirn1ed that the signal at 

the high momentum edge of PS2 \ivas large enough to generate trigger signals . 

The plastic scintillators of th HD-X were used for generating the FPP triggers . The 

charge and time information vvas digitized and recorded . o cut was applied to the HD-X 

data in the analysis . 

3.5 Multiwire drift chambers 

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the structure of th multiYvire drift cha1nbers of Yertical drift type 

(YDC ) . A \·oltage of -5700 V was applied to the cathode planes and a \·oltage of -

300 \ · to the potential wire. in order to reach high rfficiency. The sense wires \Yere 

distant of --!1nn1 (X-plane. ) or 6 1nn1 (U-planes) and \Yere kept at the ground \'Oltage. 

\Yhen a chargrcl particle passes through the VDC . electron-ion pair. are created along 

the trajcctor~·. Thr electrons moYr to an anode wire in the normal direction to the 
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the VDC ( -Plane). 

cathode planes by the fore of the electric field. The mobility has an almost constant 

value of rv50 J.Lrn/nsec . The electrons are multiplied at the place close to the anode 

\vire , and generate a negative signal at the anode wire. U ually particles pass through 

the YDCs in the 45° direction and hit 3 or 4 sense wires . In the case of the excitation 

of continuum energy region, no sharp peak is observed in the position histogran1 . The 

drift length histogram should , therefore, have a fiat distribution in a range of 0- 10 mm. 

The conversion tables from the drift time to the drift length have been creat d from the 

data of continuum excitation so t hat the drift length histograrn has a fiat distribution 

(Fig. 3.3). 

The adjacent hit wires are grouped as a cluster. The intercept position of a trajectory 

at a wire plane is calculated by a least-square fit method frorn the drift l ngths of the 

hit wires in the cluster. By cornbining the deduced po itions at the four wire plane the 

trajectory i. uniquely determined. The following rules are applied in the determination 

of the trajectory. 

• A cluster has at least tv,·o hit wire . . A single hit wire is not con. idcred as a cluster 

and ignored . 

• Thr eli. tribution of the drift lengths in a duster ha. only one localrniniunnn \\·hich 
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Figure 3.3: Conversion of the ti1ning spcctru1n of the sense vvires of the VDCs to the 
drift length. 

is not at the edge of the cluster. 

• The number of clusters in each plane is one . 

The position resolution \vas about 0.29 mm in fu ll width at half maxin1um (FvVH 1). It 

corresponds to the energy resolution of 29 ke V /mm x 0.29 mm = 8.4 ke V, \vhich \vas 

good enough compared with the energy resolution of the beam (~100 ke\ in F \;rHI\.1) . 

The resolution of the incidence angle was tan- 1 (0 .29/250) = 0.066°, \Vhich corresponds 

to a horizontal scattering angle of 0.028° at the target . 

The efficiency of the VDC's ha. been determined by the following scheme. In order to 

obtain the efficiency of the Xl and Ul planes: the trajectory of a proton is determined 

from the data of the X2 and 2 planes . The trajectorv is traced back to the focal plane. 

and the excitation energy for the proton is roughly detcn11incd. The effici nc~' of the Xl 

CU l ) plane Exl(ET. Ex+ dEx) (cul(Ex. Ex+ dEx)) in a rC' gion of the excitation energ~, 
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Figure 3.4: Overall effi ciency of t he VD Cs for all th fou r planes v rsus excitation energy. 

from Ex to E x+ dEx is calculat ed from t he follov,ring equations: 

Nx1 u1 (Ex, Ex + dEx) 
lVul (Ex, Ex + dEx) 

Nx1 u1(Ex, Ex + dEx) 
Nxl(Ex, Ex + dEx) 

(3.6) 

·where Nxl(Ex, Ex + dEx), Nul(Ex, Ex + dEx), and l lxlUl(Ex, Ex+ dEx) denotes the 

number of the event in which t he position of the proton can be determin d in t he X1 , 

V1 , and both X1 and \ 1 planes, respectively. The effi ciency of the X2 and 2 planes is 

detennined in a imilar vvay by exchanging X1 ·wit h X2 , and U1 ·wit h U2. Th obtained 

effi ciencies arc about 93rv 97 o/c per plane. Fig. 3. 4 shows t he t otal effi ciency obtained 

b~r multiplying t he effi ciency of all t he four planes . The effi ciency decreases gradually as 

t he excitation energy decreases . This tendency is clue t o t he high a1nount of background 

part icl s generated by scatt ring of t he pri1nary bcan1 at t he b an1 duct or t he exit fl ange . 

T he bea1n duct is placed close to t he lo'v excita tion energy region of t he \ ·De . After a 

1 art icle passes through the chamber , t he elect ric fie ld i. cff cti\'ClY lowered until created 

ions nlo\·e to t he cathode foils . The n1obili t~ ' of ion. i typicall~' 1000 ti1nes low r than 

that of electrons . Therefore . the efficiency decrease.· \Yhen the rate oft he pa . . ·ing charged 
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particles increases. 

3.6 Acceptance of the Grand Raiden spectrometer 

The scattering angle in the acceptance of the pectrorneter was calibrated by rncasuring 

the p+Si clastic scattering at 8=1 .1 °. ·where the differential cross section is maxirnurn . 

In the case of the 0° experirncnt , the DSR magnet of the Grand Raiden was utilized to 

adju t preci. ely the direction of the prin1ary bcarn to the beam line to the Farada~' Cup. 

In the calibration, the magnetic field of the spectron1eter was calcd to the p+Si elastic 

rncasuremcnt based on the setting for the 0° cxperin1ents . 

The relation between the horizontal cattering angle and the horizontal incidence angle 

at the focal plane was calibrated by measuring the ela tic data for several ettings of the 

horizontal entrance slit of the pcctrorneter. The direction of the central ra~; vvhich ·was 

used as the r ference point of 0° in the 0° expcrin1ents; was also calibrated. The systern

atic uncertainty in the determination of the horizontal cattering angle vvas estirnated as 

0.02° in the laboratory frame . 

The vertical acceptance ''as determined by corn paring the number of scattering e\·ents 

for several setting of the vertical entrance lit of the sp ctrom ter. Th dependence 

on the orbit radius (p) was determined bj u ing the events of clastic scattering events. 

excitation of the 2+ state at 1.7 IcY, the 4+ + o+ states around 4 .8 I\Ie\' and the 

3- + 4 + + 2+ + 2+ states around 7 I\ Ie V . The averaged value was used as the acceptance 

in the vertical direction. The deviation . resulted fron1 th ryo dep ndcnce; ,,·ere ±3.-1 %. 

The deviations vvere treated as a systematic uncertainty of the vertical acceptance. 

In the 0° experiments. the entrance slits were fully opened to avoid background evcut. 

due to the edge scattering and the (p.n)-(n;p) sequential reactions at the slits. Thr off

line anal~·sis used the events '"'·ith the horizontal. cattering angl in a range of ±1.00° in 

the laborator~' frcu11e (±1.12° in the c .n1. frame) \Yith a systcrnatic nnccrtaintY of 0.02° . 

For the vertical direction the full accept a nee of the spe ·trometer. which wa. ±2. 9 o i 11 
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Figure 3.5: Structure of the 1\I\VPCs. 

the laboratory frame (±3.35° in the c .1n . frame) with a systematic uncertainty of 0.10°, 

was u. ed . As a result, the solid angle for the analyzed events was 3.63±0.14 msr in 

the laboratory frame and 4.53±0.18 msr in the c.n1. fra1ne . The energy dependence 

of the Jacobian for the lab .- c.m. transformation in the mon1entun1 acceptance of the 

spectrometer was less than 0.4o/c, and was neglected . 

3. 7 Multi wire proportional chambers 

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the structure of the n1ulti-vvire proportional chambers (1\ Iv\ PC's) . In 

contrast to the case of the VDCs, all th anode \vires were read out and the drift times 

were not measured . The signals from the anode wires were amplified and discriminated 

by ampli:fier/di criminator cards of LeCroy 2735PC and anometric N277-C3 A LeCrO)' 

PCOS-III system clusterize. the hit patterns of the anode wires; and transfered the data 

of the central position and the width of each cluster. 

The data of the I\I\\ PC have been analyzed according to the following event selection 

rule: 

• \Tun1ber of thr clusters for each plane is one . 
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The position resolution of the I\VPC with a \Vire spacing of d=2 nun is d/ /(12) rv 

0.58 1n1n in root 1nean square and rv 1.4 m1n in F \ VHJ\I. The actual re.-olution is slightly 

better than the value because adjacent two wires can b hit when a particle pa ses 

around the 1niddle of the wires. The trajectory of charged particles is detennined b~· 

con1bining the positions at four wire planes. The incidence angle r , olution is estimated 

to be tan - l ( J2 x 2/359 .5) = 0.45°. Th hit pattern. of the Xl and X2 planes were used 

by the second-level trigger s:vsten1 . Since the VDCs had much better resolution for the 

incidenc angle than the Xl and X2, the data were not used in the off-line analysis . 

The con i tency of the position and the incidence angle at the VDCs and l\I\VPCs has 

been checked b:v the ,·ents acquired without the carbon slab. The rotation of YDC's 

along the y-axi and the z-axis wa adjusted so that the trajectory determined by the 

\ DCs beca1ne parallel to that determined by the l\I\NPCs . The uncertainty of the 

rotation angle \vas less than 0.080 degrees. The x .. and y positions of the l\lVlPCs were 

adjusted so that the hit position of the 1\iVPCs agr cd with the position calculated by 

using the trajectory determined by th VDCs . The discrepancy of the positions were 

less than 2 mm over all the acceptance of the I\VPCs. Th discrepancy is negligible for 

deducing the asymmetry during the second cattering. The measured values are used for 

the z positions of the VDCs and the 11\iVPCs 

3.8 Scattering angle at the carbon slab 

The scattering angle of the protons at the carbon slab has been d duced from the tra

jectories determined by the VDCs and the l\I\VPCs . vYe define a cartesian coordinate 

ystem. in which z i. in the direction of the central ra_y, fJ is in the upward vertical direc

tion, and .i is .1· = f; x ,z . Suppose ki is the unit vector of the trajectory detennined b~· 

the YDC . . and k 1 i. the unit ,·ector of the trajectory detern1inecl b~· the l\I\\.PCs. 

A.t first the rotation angles o ancl 8 arc dctennined fron1 the equation 

(3.7) 
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Figure 3.6: Scattering angle at the carbon slab for the FP sampling v nts (normalized 
by the ampling rate) and for the second-level accept events . The data 'With a scatt ring 
angle in a region of 6- 15° are used in the analysis . 

where Ri ( fJ) is a usual 3-dimensional rotation operator for the angle fJ along th z ax1s . 

A unit vector k is calculated by the equation 

(3 .8) 

The polar angle fJfpp from the z axis and the azi1nuthal angle cPfpp from the x axis for the 

scattering are determined from the equations 

cos f}fpp k · z, 

cos cP fpp -e . iJ, 

sin cPfpp .e . x ' 
k X Z 

lk x zl 
(3 .9) 

The fJrrp distribution of the scattered event. is sho,vn in Fig. 3.6 for the FP . a1npling 

c,·cnt and for the s~con d-lcvel accept events . The FP . 8J1lpling e\·cnts arc nonnalizcd 

bv the sa1npling rate. The hatched area sho\\·s the eYcnts accepted bv the second-level 

trigger .' ~·:tc1n . The e\·ents which have a scattering angle of les. than -±0 arc c:ffici~ntl~· 
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Figure 3. 7: Coordinate system used in the analysis of the scattering angles . The hatched 
regions are the integration area to deduce the polarization of the scattered particles . 

rejected . The re1naining events with a scattering angle of less than 4° are due to the large 

vertical incidence angle, which is assum d to be zero in the calculation of the second

level trigger system . The events in an angular range of 6- 15° are used to deduce the 

polarization of the protons . 

3.9 Polarization of scattered protons 

The sideway polarization of the scattered proton. arc deduced from the follo,ving equa-

tions : 

n.fpp 

1 1 - o/PP 

(Ay)fpp 1 + o/PP 

1 0 fpp 

(Ay)fpp (1 + oJPP)2 

1 1 1 1 
-+-+-+-
7\ 1 , I ' T 1 ' Tl 
l\D ~ ' D ~ ' u ~ ' u 

(3 .10) 
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\vhcre JV0 and JVb arc defined as the nun1ber of the events which have the scattering 

angle in the area of U and D , respectively, for the 'up '-n1ode bca1n. JV(; and Nb are 

defined si1nilarly for the 'down '-1node bcan1. The U and D areas are shown in Fig . 3.7. 

(Ay)fpp is the effective analyzing power of the FPP for the sp cified U and D areas . The 

wa) to determine the areas and the value of (.-iy)fpp are described in the next section . 

3.10 Effective analyzing power of the FPP 

As polarimetries , p+C elastic, inelastic , and quasi-free scatterings are inclusively mea

ured . In general, the differential cross sections, ~~ ( e, ¢), to the direction specified by e 
(polar angle) and cjJ ( azi1n u thal angle) are expressed as 

~; (B' ¢) 

da (e) 
dD 

da 
dD (8){1- pj_ Ay(e) sin(¢- ¢P) } , 

da 
dD ( e' c/Jp) · (3 .11) 

wh re p j_ is the magnitude of the polarization perpendicular to the z-axis, and c/Jp is the 

azimuthal angle of the polarization vector perpendicular to the z axis from the x-axis . 

By using ~~ ( e, cjJ), t he scattering asymmetry for the D and U regions is written by 

Asym = JVv- Nu 

Nv+Nu 
fv -u dD~(e){ 1 - pj_.--iy(e) sin(¢- c/Jp)} 

fv+u dD~~(e){ 1 - pj_ Ay(e) sin(¢- ¢P)} 

f de sin e~(8) f1>D-1>u dc/J{1- pj_ Ay(e) sin(c/J- c/Jp) } 

f desine~~(e) f1>D+1>u d¢{1- p j_ Ay(e)sin(¢- c/Jp) } 
(3.12) 

\Ve express fv dD + fu dD as fv +u dD for convenience. By using the following relation 

!!_+6.1> 
h~ "> <P d<P{1- p_1_Ay(B) sin(¢- r/Jp) } 

L:"'<P d¢{ 1 - p _1_.-ly (B) co. ( 0 - ¢v) } . 

{',~:~</> d¢{1- p_j_Ay(B) sin(<i>- cf>v) } 

61> 
L:><P d¢ {1 + ]!_L Ay(B) cos(¢- ¢p) } . (3 .13) 
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the integrals in Eq. 3.12 are n1oclified a. 

( dcf;{l - P_l --iy(e) sin( cf;- cPp)} 
J ¢D+¢u 

r d¢ { 1 - p _l--iy (e) sin ( cP - cPp)} 
J ¢D-¢u 

Th n \Ve obtain 

/_ .0.¢ 2dcf; = 4~ cf; ' 
- :::,. ¢ 

/_ :::,.¢ dcf; {2pj_Ay(e) cos(cf;- cf;p) } 
- :::. ¢ 

4pj_ cos(cf;p) sin(6cf;)Ay(e) . 

( )
sin(6¢) .f desinedd~(e)Ay(e) 

Asy1n = p cos '"" H 

. j_ lflp 6 cf; .f de sine~~ (e) 

B~r defining effective analyzing power (Ay) fpp a 

(A )frr = sin(6¢) J de sin e~(e)Ay(e) 
y - 6 cP .f de sin e ~~ (e) ' 

the x component of the polarization is written as 

51 

(3 .14) 

(3 .1 5) 

(3 .16) 

(3 .17) 

The effective analyzing power, (Ay)frr, is expressed by the value ( (Ay)~¢=0 ) at the limit 

of 6 cf; -t 0 as 

(Ay)rrr sin 6¢ ( )fpp 
6 cf; Ay t:,¢=o ' 

J de sine~( e)Ay( e) 
J de sin e ~~ (e) 

The above equation holds for each 'up' and 'down' beam mode . 

(3 .18) 

In practical analyses, the data for both 'up ' and down' beam modes are cmnbinecl to 

cancel false asymmetries of the detector y. ten1 . For this purpose , we define a modified 

asy1n1netry as 

As:ym' 

ofpp = 

1 - o.fpp 

1 + 0 fpp i 

(3 .19) 

If the polarization of thr bea1n con1pletel\· flips for the ·up·- and ·down '-1nodc . the po

larization of the scattered protons also con1 plct el~· fii ps at the sea tt ering angle of 0° . 
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It is because the analyzing po-wer A N and the induced polarization PN is zero at oo in 

Eq. C.22. At small cattering angles, A N and PN can be approximated to be proportional 

to the scattering angle . Therefore , if Eq. C.22 is averaged in a finite solid angle which 

is symmetric around 0°, the averaged polarization of the scattered particles co1npletely 

flips in the first order of the maximun1 scattering angl . The spin-flip condition can be 

\vritten in the fonn 

Then we obtain 

and similarly 

;y1 u 

l 
PJ..' 

71 + ¢~ . 

f dD do- (8){1- PJ..Ay(8) sin(¢-¢~)} 
lu dD 

;; dD do- (8){1- PJ.. Ay(8) sin(¢-¢;)} 
D dD 

Nb, 

i\ T T ,, D . 

The following equations can be deduced : 

Asym' Asm 1 = -Asm1 
' 

Px 1 _ 1 _ Asym' 
Px - -px - (Ay)fpp 

(3 .20) 

(3 .21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3 .24) 

(3 .25) 

(3 .26) 

(3.27) 

Thus the sideway con1ponent of the polarization can be determined frmn the abov anal

ysis even if the vertical polarization of the scattered particles is non-zero: i.e . the vertical 

polarization of the beam is non-zero . This is one of the propertie. · of the 1neasurement 

at zero degrees. 

In order to choose the 1nost efficient integration areas . U and D . \Ye excunine figure of 

n1erit ( FO~I ) . The FO~I is defined as [57] 

(3 .28) 



Here 11 is the c:fficicnc~· of the polari1neter. \vhich is defined as 

nu1nber of detected events 

number of incident particles 
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(3 .29) 

In our case TJ is proportional to the number of the c\·ents which arc used to deduce the 

polarization. i.e. 

r dCJ 
TJ ex: Jv+D dD ( B)dD . (3.30) 

The FOl'\I is invcrscl) proportional to the square of the statistical uncertainty for the 

e\'ents acquired in a t i1ne interval. Therefore, the U and D areas are usually d tcrmined 

as the FOI\I takes the maxi1nu1n. The FOI\1 depends on the .6.¢ value as 

(3.31) 

The FOI\1 takes the maxin1um at 6 ¢ = 66 .78°, where the equation, tan 6 ¢=26¢, holds. 

The Inost suitable e range (from Bmin to Bmax) depends on the angular distribution of 

~~ (B) . Typically the B range is tak n as 5- 20°. In this experiment the acceptance 

of the FPP does not cover the B region of 5- 20° for all the momentum ace ptance of 

the spectrometer and for the 6 ¢ of 66.78°. The U and D region. are determined as 

6 ¢ = 30° for the excitation below 15 I\1e V, 6 ¢ = 66.8° for the excitation above 15 Ie \ ~, 

and ( Bmin , Bmax)=( 6°. 15°) for all the excitation energies . 

The value of the effective analyzing pmver of the FPP is detcrn1ined by the following 

che1ne according to Ref. 58 . The energv of the proton at th center of the carbon . lab , 

E~, is calculated by nu1ncrical integration of the energy lo .. per unit thickness described 

by the Bethe-Bloch equation [56] as 

-- = 211 i\ 1· m -- ln - 2/3 - 6 - 2-dE T 2 z z2 
[ 2777 ('[

2 
8

2
11'max 2 cl 

dx a (' e A 13 2 ! 2 Z (I\ I c V g- 1 c 1n- 2 
) . ( 3 . 3 2) 

For details of the definitions ,·ariablr ... ee R ef. 56 . I = 7 .0 e Vis used for n1ean excitation 

potential fro1n Ref. 59. A. Yaluc of 6 = 0.1 21 was u.-cd for the den ity correction. The 

shell correction trnn is esti1nated to be about C = O.O.J-!6 and negligible. For excunplr. 
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Figure 3. : Analyzing povvcr of p+C inclusive scattering at E~=363 Ic V fron1 the equa
tion by :l\IcNaughton et al . For details, see text . 

the energy loss of the 392 Ie \ protons in a carbon slab ·with a thickness of 6 em and 

a density of 1.73 gjc1n3 is calculated as 28.9 :l\Ie\· . The p+C inclusive analyzing power 

for each proton energy at the c nter of the carbon lab i calculated from the empirical 

energy dependent fit by :l\1c a ugh ton et al. [58] . Fig. 3.8 plots the calculated analyzing 

power as a function of th scattering angle in the laboratory frame for Ep=363 :l\Ie V 

protons . The angular distribution of the differential cross section are taken from the 

data of thi experiment . The upper curve denoted b.) · ingl s event. ' in Fig. 3.6 is 

proportional to ~~ ( 8 JPP) · in Brpp · The effective analyzing power has been obtained b) a 

numerical integration of Eq. 3.16 . Similar calculations arc perforn1ed for everal energies . 

The calculated value have been fitted by a second order polynomial of the xcitation 

energy. The obtained function is written as 

(3.33) 

and plotted in Fig. 3.9. The effccti,-e analyzing pm,·cr of the FPP for a giYen ~o has 

been cal·ulatcd fron1 Eq. 3.1 . The obtained values arc . un1n1arizcd in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.9: Effective analyzing power of the FPP for 6.¢ = 0 versus excitation energy. 
The upper axis represents the energy of the protons at the center of the carbon slab \vith 
a thickness of 12 em. 

3.11 Background subtraction 

Although we have succeeded in reducing the background arising from the beam halo , 

background still remains resulting mainly from multiple scattering of the beam on the 

targets. The background events have been subtracted from excitation spectra by the 

following scheme. From the ion-optical featur s of the Grand Raid en spectro1neter , true 

events, i.e . inelastically scattered protons , were focused at the focal plane not onhr 

in the horizontal direction but also in the vertical direction. In contrast, background 

due to the 1nultiple scattering at the target and re-scattering in the sp ectron1eter had 

a fiat distribution in t he histogra1n of the 'ertical (y) position at the focal plane. The 

\Tertical position histogran1 is shown in Fig. 3.10 for the excitation of the 1 +. T = 0 state 

at 12 .7 Ic\· . The. pcctrum has be n obtained by a sun1 of the hi togra1ns of 23 data 

rnns. The peak position of the y histogra1n for the excitation of t he 1 +. T = 1 state at 
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Table 3.1: Energy of protons at the center of the carbon slab and effective analyzing 
pm\'er of the FPP as a function of the excitation energy. 

Ex ( IeV) EP ( leV) E~ ( IeY) (-i ){pp 
• y D. cJ:.= O 

( 4_ /PP 
• y D. cJ:.= 30.0 ( -i /PP 

• y .i:l¢=66.8 

0 392 363 .14 0.-!322 0.4127 0.3407 
5 387 357.93 0.4378 0.4181 0.3451 

10 382 352.71 0.4435 0.4235 0.3496 
15 377 347.48 0.4493 0.4291 0.3542 
20 372 342 .25 0.4553 0.4348 0.3590 
25 367 337.00 0.4615 0.4407 0.3638 
30 362 331.73 0.4676 0.4465 0.3688 
35 357 326.45 0.4742 0.4528 0.3738 
40 352 321.16 0.4 07 0.4590 0.3790 

15.1 l\Ie V has been adjusted to be at y=O for each run . The histogram is an overlay of the 

true peak at y=O and a background trapezoid . The background has a flat distribution 

in the region of interest. In the analysis of the PT observables , the 1niddle hatched 

regwn ( -3.0 :::;; y :::;; 3.0) in the histogram is treated as true plus background events, 

while the other two hatched regions ( -13 .0 :::;; y :::;; -7.0 and 7.0 :::;; y :::;; 12 .0) are treated 

as background events . A wider middle region ( -8 .0 :::;; y :::;; 8.0) is used to deduce 

differential cross sections in order to reduce the loss of the true events . A deduced 

background spectrum is plotted in Fig. 3.11 Yersus excitation energy as \;vell as the true 

plus background spectrum. The peak of the background events ob erved at 5 Ie \ is 

due to the tail of the protons coming fro1n multiple scattering at the target . A bump of 

the background events around E x= 19 l\Ie V is d uc to the protons scattered at the fringe 

of the ntrance to the spectrometer fro1n the scattering cha1nber. 

Polarization of the . cattered protons (p~f) for an excitation energy bin has be n ob

tain d bv subtracting the background by using the follo\Ying equations: 

[pp 
P x .t 

T 

1 fpp 1 - T fpp 
-px tb - --Px.b · 
7· ' r 
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of the vertical (y) position at the focal plane for the excitation 
of the 1 + T=O state at 12 .7 Ie V . The middle hatched region is treated as true and 
background events, and the other two hatched regions are treated as background events. 

5000 

10 15 20 25 30 

Excitation Energy (MeV) 

Figure 3.11 : Excitation energy spectrum for the 12 C(p .p') reaction at 0° . The hatched 
region is the background eYents estimated by setting background gates in the y position 
spectrun1 (. ee Fig. 3.10) . 
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J\ fpp 
wPx.t 

6r = 

~ fpp 6. 6' 
( Px ,tb ) 2 (~ fpp ) 2 ( 1 - r ~ fpp) 2 (-7 . fpp) 2 + 2 Px.tb + Px.b + 2 P.-c b ' 

T r r , r ' 

5 

(3.34) 

7Vb (fl~,b) denotes the nun1ber of the background (true plus background) events in the 

energy bin , and r is defined as the ratio of the true events to the true plus background 

events. P~G and p~fb denote the T con1ponent of the polarization at the focal plane for 

the background events and the true plus background events, respectively. p~~fb is the 

polarization obtained by applying for the true plus background gate on the y spectrum 

(Fig . 3 .10). The average of polarization obtained for the two background gates on the 

y spectrun1 \vas used as p~~G . The width of the energy bin was set as 200 ke \' . 

3.12 Polarization transfer coefficients 

The PT observables are related to the beam polarization and the polarization at the focal 

plane by the relation 

P
frp = D Pbeam cos 8' + D Pbeam sin 8' 
x ,t SS x b LL z b ' (3 .35) 

where p~eam and p~eam denote the x and z components of the beam polarization, respec-

tivcly (see Eq. 3 .3). 8~ (rv 407° for Ex=15.1 I\IeV) is the spin precession angle in the 

spectrometer. The value of 8~ (161.7° for the primary beam) depends on the proton 

momentum (see Sec . B.1). The dependence of 8b on the excitation energy (Ex) ha been 

fitted by a linear equation as 

8b(deg) = 161.7 + 0.119E x(l\IeV) (3.36) 

by u. ·ing the central incidence angles 1neasured at the focal plane for , everal excitation 

cnergiC . . 

Then Dss and D LL can be si1nplv clecon1posecl b\' us1ng the clata taken ·with two 

different orientations of the bea1n polarization in the horizontal plane. But in actual. 

since the ori<?nt ation oft he bea1n polc:niza tion ell angccl se,·eral t i1ncs clue to the rc-tunings 
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of the c~·clotron, the nu1nber of t he orientations is larger than t\\'O . The least square fit 

ha been applied to deduce t he PT observables fron1 all t he obtained data. Eq. 3.35 is 

converted to t he form 

(3 .37) 

The suffix i is for distinguishing different measurements (called 'run ') . The Yalues ai . bi, 

and ci and their statistical errors (~ ai, 6-bi, and 6- ci) are calculated fro111 the experi111ental 

data for each run: 

a · 2 
pbeam COS 6' 

X S l 

bi p~eam sin 6~ ' 

c- fpp 
'1. -Px ,t ' 

6-ai 6-p~eam I COS 6~ I ' 

6-bi ~p~eaml in 6~J , 

6- ci 6. fpp 
Px ,t · (3.38) 

The values of D55 and DLL have been determined by minimizing the x2 of the equations 

for 53 runs . The statistical errors of Dss and DLL have been obtained from the different ial 

coefficients by the following equations: 

(3 .39) 



Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

4 .1 Excitation en ergy spectrum 

An excitation energy spectrum of the 12 C(p, p') reaction at 0° is plotted in Fig. 4.1. The 

scattered protons vvere mea ured in a broad excitation energy region of 5- 33.5 Ie V . The 

lo'' e t excitation energy 5 :l\1e V, was achieved owing to the holes opened in the frames of 

the \vire chambers to pass the primary beam through. Th energy re olution in Fig. 4.1 is 

120 keVin F \iVH I. In the figure, background events have been subtracted by the method 

described in Sec. 3.11. Background events seen1 to be properly ubtracted at least in the 

r gion of the discrete states . The signal to noise (S /N) ratio i 20/1 at the peak of the 

12.7 :l\Ie V state. The o+ state at 7.65 Ie V the 1 + , T=O tate at 12.7 Ie Vi and the 1 +, 

T=1 state at 15.1 :l\Ie V are clearly observed . In general, the cliff rential cro. s sections of 

6.L = 0 transitions hav the maxirnum at 0°. while that of the transitions with ~L > 0 

quickly deer a. e a the scattering angle approach - to 0°. Therefore 6L = 0 transition. 

are relatively enhanced at 0° cornpared with other transitions. 

An enlarged spectrum of Fig. 4.1 i. plotted in Fig . -:1:.2. Broad resonance. at 1 A 1\IeY, 

19.5 :l\IeV. and 22 .5 T\IeY arc also obscrTed . A broad state at 10.3 :l\IeY. which was 

tentatively as igned a. o+ in Ref. 63 : is observed. S ,·eral authors [60. 61. 62) treated a 

2+. tate arouncl10 ~de\- in a-du .. ter n1odeL n.s a rncn1ber of the rotational band, tarting 

frorn the o+ . tn.t e at 7. 65 I\Ie Y. nfortunate 1~· it is not possi blc to a. sign the spin-pari t~' 

GO 
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Figure 4.1: Excitation energy spectrum in the 12 C(p, p') reaction at 0° and at 
Ep=392 leV: The energy resolution is 120 keVin F\VH I. 

of t he broad state only with this data becaus the vertical acceptance of t he spectrometer 

-vvas very large and it is not feasibl to see the angular distribution of t he state at the 

very forward angles. 

Another broad state is observed at 14. 1 IeV. At 14.08 1\IeV, a 4+ state has been 

reported [63] . It is not clear 1vhether t he observed states can be assigned as t his 4+ state 

or not . It i because a large L transfer of 4 i required in the excitation of a 4 + . tate, 

and the excitation 1nust be suppressed at 0°. 

4.2 Differential cross sections 

Differential cross ections for the discrete states haYe been deduced frmn the following 

equation 

dCJ 
dD 
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Figure 4.2: Enlarged pectrum of Fig. 4.1. 
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( 4.1 ) 

The notation of the variables is shown in Table 4.1 . The statistical uncertainty is in the 

form 
da 1 da 

~-=--dD VFfdD . 
(4 .2) 

The re ults of the measured differ ntial cross section are sun1marizcd in Table 4.3 and 

are plotted in Fig. 4 .3. The solid curves represent the D\YIA cal ulation u ing the FranC)' 

and Love interaction . The D\YIA calculation slightly underesti1nates the experin1cntal 

data. See Chap . 5 for details . 

4.3 Polarization transfer observables 

Expcrin1cntal results for the PT ob crYable are li tccl in Table --1.--1 for cliscrr t e statr .. Thr 

Dss ancl DLL Yalucs for thr excitation of the o+ statr arr in goocl agrcr1nrnt ·with thr 
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Table 4.1: Iotation of the variables used in the expression of the differential cro s sections 
in Eq. 4.1 and their value used in the calculation . 

cliff ren tial cro s section 
nun1ber of detected particles 
total bearn charge 
target thickness 

JV,l Avogadro constant 
S1 solid angle ( c.rn .) 
e clernentary charge 
_.-i targ t aton1ic \:veight 
t target abundance in weight 

TJ detector efficiency 
L DAQ live tirne 
c unit conversion constant 

30. 
6.02x1023 

4.53 
1.60x10- 19 

12.0 
0.9881 

1042 

[mb sr- 1] 

[counts] 
[nC] 
[mg cm- 2] 
[counts n1ol- 1] 
[msr] 
[C] 
[g rnol- 1] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[mg g- 1 msr sr- 1 mb cm- 2 nC c-1] 

Table 4.2: atural abundance of the carbon isotopes. The data were taken from Ref. 64. 
A value of 931.494 Ie V is used as the unified atornic rnass. The abundance of the 14 C 
atoms is omitted . 

isotope mass xcess mass abundance 
(l\1e V) (MeV) atomic percent v.reigh t percent 

12C 0.000 11178. 98 .90 98 .81 
13c 3.125 12113. 1.10 1.19 

P\i\TIA predictions of 1.0 Th n1easured PT observables for the xcitation of the 1 +, T=O 

state at 12 .7 1e V are plotted in Fig 4.4 by solid circles. The measured PT observables 

for the excitation of the 1 +, T=1 state at 15 .1 Ie V are plotted in Fig 4.5 by olid circle . 

Th double differential cross sections and the PT observables D 55 and D LL are plotted 

as functions of the excitation energy of the 12 C nucleus in Fig. 4.6 . 
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Table 4.3: T\leasurcd differential cross section for discrete states ·with statistical uncer
tainty and syste1natic uncertainty. 

Ex J7r T (} ~; ±stat.±sy t. 
7.65 o+ 0 0.0 0.42±0.01±0.02 
12.7 1+ 0 0.0 0.33±0.01±0.02 
15.1 1+ 1 0.0 3.16±0.02±0.16 

Table 4.4: ~Ieasured PT observablcs \vith statistical errors. 

Ex J7r T Dexp 
55 

Dcxp 
LL ~ 

7.65 o+ 0 1.00 ± 0.06 1.07 ± 0.07 -0.02 ± 0.04 
12 .7 1+ 0 -0.63 ± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.08 0.88 ± 0.04 
15.1 1+ 1 -0.18 ± 0.02 -0 .58 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.01 

Table 4.5: Systematic uncertainties for the 1neasured differential cross sections. 

horizontal acceptance ( (} s) 2 % 
vertical acceptance ( ¢5 ) 3 % 
beam current 3 % 
target thickness 1 % 
peak fit 2 % 
total 5 % 

4.4 Systematic uncertainties 

Syste1natic uncertainties are tabulated for the measure1nent of differential cross sections 

(Table 4.5) and PT observables (Table 4.6). The systematic uncertainties in the horizon

tal and vertical acceptances have been detern1ined to be 2% and 3.4%, rcspectiY ly (sec 

Sec. 3.6). The transmission of bean1 current from the target position to the 0° Faraday 

cup was dctennined b~r by comparing the beam currents 1ncasured by the 0° Faraday 

cup and by the internal Faraday cup in the scattering chan1bcr (Sec. 2. 7). The transnlis

sion \Vas more than 99%. The uncertaintY of the bean1 current arising fro1n the current 

integrator circuit was les than 3Si in the calibration using standard resi. tances. 
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Table 4.6 : Systematic uncertainties (!:::,.Did Dii) of the measured PT observables . 

analyzing po\;ver of the BLP 
effective analyzing povler of the FPP 

bending angle of the spectrometer 

total 

5 % 
3 o/c 
2 % 
6 % 

65 

The fluctuation of the PT obs rvables relative to their 1nagnitude \vas less than 2% 

for the uncertainty of the bending angle of the spectrom ter (±0.2°) . The uncertainty of 

the effectiYe analyzing po-vver of the FPP was estimated by the uncertainty of the input 

paran1eter of the p+C inclusive analyzing po\ver , which deviates 3% depending on the 

data base. 
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Figure 4.3: I\1easured differential cross sections with statistical and systen1atic errors 
for excitation of the 1 +; T=O state at 12.7 I\IeV (left panel) and the 1 +. T=O state at 
15.1 MeV (right panel) . The experimental data are plotted at the average scattering 
angle in the acceptance of the spectrometer. Solid lines are the prediction of the D\i'liA 
calculation using the Franey and Love interaction. 
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Figure 4.4: I\Ieasured PT observables for excitation of the 1 +, T=O state at 12.7 I\1Ie V 
are plotted by solid circles with statistical uncertainties. The experimental data arc 
plotted at the average scattering angle in the acceptance of the spectro1neter. The total 
spin transfer was calculated by Eq. 1.1 5. Solid lines shows the prediction of the D\VIA 
calculations using the FL interaction described in Chap. 5. 
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1+; T = O (15.1 MeV) 
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Figure 4.5: ~1easured PT observables for the excitation of the 1+. T=1 state at 15.1 
Ie V are plotted by solid circles with statistical uncertain tie. . The experimental data 

are plotted at the average scattering angle in the acceptance of the spectrmneter. Solid 
lines shows the prediction of the D\iVIA calculations using the FL interaction described 
in Chap . 5. 
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Figure 4.6: l\ Ieasured double differential cross section and th PT ob en'able . . Ds·s and 
D LI." versus excitation energy of 1 2C . 



Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

In this chapter the experi1ncntal results are co1npared with distorted waYe in1pul. e ap

proximation (D\VIA) calculations. In Sec. 5.2 . the strength of the Fa interaction i 

studied from the 1ncasured PT observables for the excitation of the 1 +, T=O state. In 

Sec. 5.3. the strength of V/ is discus ed from the PT observablcs for excitation of the 1 +, 

T=1 state. In Sec. 5.4, a better parametrization of the effective N 7\1 int raction is inves

tigated. Spin-isospin decomposition of the strengths in the continuu1n on 12 C nucleus is 

performed in Sec. 5.5. 

5.1 DWIA calculations 

I\Iicroscopic D\iVIA calculations are performed by u. ing a progran1 code D\\'BA91 [65]. 

Cohen and Kurath target wave functions [36] arc c1nployed for th excitation of the 1 + 

states. A simple one-particle-one-hole configuration is a sumcd for the o+ state. Since 

the PT o bservables for the o+ cxci tation at 0° arc dctcnnined by the axial s~·n1metr~' 

and the con. ervation law of angular 1non1entun1. they have essentially no dependence on 

the detail configuration of the excited state . The optical potential paran1etcr. and the 

length paran1et rs of the hannonic o. cillator radial distribution arc taken ho1n Ref. GG. 

Three t~·pes of effective in tcraction. arc en1 plo~·ed as the _y ~Y in t craction. One is 

the -125 :\IcY parcnneter set of the effcctiYe intcrr-tction by Franc.\· ancl Lo\·c (FL) [40] . 

/0 
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Table 5.1 : T he 1ncasured PT observablcs 1vith , tatistical errors are co1nparcd with the 
D\iVIA calculations using t he Franey and Love (FL), P aris fr c (PF) . and Paris densit~· 
dependent (PD) cffc t ive interactions. The D\i\TIA results a rc aYeraged in the acceptance 
of the spcctro1nctcr a described in Appendix C so as to be directorv con1parcd with the 
experimental results. 

D\i\TIA cor 

Values Exp . FL PF PD 
7.65 (o+; o) Dss 1.00± 0.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 

DLL 1.07± 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 
~ -0.02± 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12.7 (1+; 0) Dss -0. 63±0.07 -0 .64 -0.46 -0.41 

DLL 0.74± 0.08 0.62 -0.13 0.10 
~ 0. 88±0.04 0.92 0.95 0.93 

Dss -0 .18±0.02 -0 .21 -0.28 -0.25 

DLL -0 .58±0.02 -0 .50 -0 .35 -0.40 
~ 0.99± 0.01 0.98 0.98 0.98 

The others are t he P aris free interaction (PF) and the Paris density-dependent (PD) 

interaction [67] derived fro1n the P aris potential [68]. The averaged PT observables (D5~5 

and D£7J in t he acceptance of the spectrometer are obtained by Eq. C .26 fro1n the 

calculated PT observables and differ ntial cross sections . The total spin transfers are 

calculated by Eq. C .27 using the averaged PT observables . 

The results of the D\i\TIA calculations arc listed in Table 5.1 \ivith the experimental 

results. The measured PT observables for excitation of the o+ state are consistent with 

the predictions of t he D\i'/IA. 

5.2 Strength of Va 

The strength of the I ~ interaction has not been well kno1Yn in spite of a long tenn 

stncly on t he 1\ ~V interaction; since the int eraction is consider d to be Ycr~· weak ancl 

the obse1Tables in the JV N scattering are not sen. itiYe to the strength of I ~ . \Ye will 

inn~stigatc the strength of I ~ by using the unique property that the PT obscrYablcs for 

excitation of the 1+. T =O state at 0° i .. ensiti1·c to the. trength of ~ ~ as clescribrcl in 
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Figure 5.1: PT ob ervables for the 1 +, T=O excitation calculated \vith the FL interaction 
as a function of the magnitude of Vu which is artificially modified relative to t hat of 
the FL interaction . Solid and dashed horizontal lines represent the central values of the 
experimental results and t he 1CJ error bars, respectively. 

Chap. 1. Fig. 5.1 shows the predictions of the PT obs rvables for the 1 +, T=O excitation 

by using the FL interaction as a function of the magnitude of Vu. The magnitude of the 

1 ~ strength is artificially modified from that of the FL interaction. The solid horizontal 

lines show the experimental results, and the dotted line repr s nt the 1CJ statistical 

errors. In the figure, it is observed that the experimental results are well reproduced if 

the strength of Vu relative to that of FL is close to unity. This is the first ob. ervation 

of the Fu strength . The r sult 1neans that the FL interaction surprisingly well de crib es 

the strength of Fu eYen though they noted t hat the determination of Fu was poor [2 ] . 

Fig. 5.2 plots the PT observables and the total spin transfer by the D\VIA calculation. 

for the 1 +, T=O excitation. The total spin transfer is v:ell reproduced bv the calculation 

v:ith the FL interaction. The con istency means that the ,' trength of the isoscalar spin

orbit interaction (1 ~Ls) rclatiYc to that of 1 ~T is well described in the FL interaction . 

Concerning the D.ss and DLL obsen·ables , the calculation using the FL interaction "·ell 

reproduce the data. ,,·hilr the calculation. using thr PF and PD interactions fail to 
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Figure 5.2: Results of the D\ \TIA calculations for the excitation of the 1 +, T=O state. The 
curves represent the calculation with the FL interaction (solid) , with the PF interaction 
(dash-dotted) , and 'vith the PD interaction (dotted), respectively. In the left panel, the 
upper (lovver) curve represents Dss (DNN) for each PF and PD. The experin1ental results 
are plotted by solid circles with statistical errors . 
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Figure 5.3: Rc. ult of the D\YIA calculation. for the cxcitation of the 1 + . T = 1 state. 
For details . sec the caption of Fig. 5.2. 
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de cribc the data especially for DLL· The \ ~ tcrn1 is very weak and is considered to 

be poorly determined from the l\ N scattering data [28. 41] . The result sho\YS that the 

strength of 1 ~ is reasonably d scrib d in the FL interaction while it is not well described 

in the PF and PD interactions . 

5.3 Strength of vTT 

The rc ults of the D\VIA calculations for excitation of the 1 +, T=1 state arc plotted 

in Fig. 5.3. The total spin transfer is well reproduced by the D\iVIA calculations . The 

D\YIA calculation with the FL interaction better describes the measured Dss and D LL 

than those with the PF and PD interactions. It should be noted that the experimentally 

measured De;/ is an average of the theoretical predictions of Dss and DNN; D~"]) is 

expressed by a linear combination of Dss and DNN as described by Eq. C .26 . The 

averaged value is closer to the DNN valu than the Dss value due to the geornetry of the 

acceptance . 

The PT observables for the 1 +, T=1 xcitation are sensitive to the relative strength 

of the ten or interactions to that of VO"T [16, 17]. From the figure, it is inferred that 

the strength of the tensor interactions relative to that of VO"T is better described in the 

FL interaction than in the PF and PD interactions . The experimental Dss value (-

0.18±0.02) is close to the DNN values at 0° measured by the 12 C(p,ii) 12 (g.s.) reaction 

at Ep=160 ]\;leV (-0.24±0.03) [16] and at Ep=295 1eV (-0.22±0 .02) [17] . The ground 

state of the 12 nucleu. is considered as the isobaric analog state of the 1 +. T=1 tate at 

15 .1 Ie V on 12 C. The PT observables for the (p, j!) and (p, n) reactions are comparable 

due to the isobaric syn11netry of the nuclear reaction . 

5.4 Modification of the effective interactions 

In this section; parmuetrizations of the effective interaction arc discussed . At first. the 

prediction. of the calculations using the effective interaction n1odifi('d b~· Sl1.l.;:cnli et al. arC' 
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Figur 5.4: PT observables by D\ VIA calculations with the FL interactions for excita
tion of the 1 +, T=O state . The curves are calculated with the interactions which are 
unmodified (dotted) , modified by Sakemi et al. (dashed), and modified in the present 
work (solid) . In the left panel , Dss and DNN are indistinguishable . 

compared with the experimental results . Next, a better parametrization is investigated 

by modifying the FL and PF interactions to fit t he xperi1nental results . 

5.4.1 Modification of vTT by Sakemi et al. 

Sakemi et al. [21] measured relative cross sections for the tvlo 1 + states in the 12 C (p, p' ) 

reaction at 0° . They claimed a requirement of th r d uction of V
7
T at 200 and 300 Ie V 

for the FL interaction , and at 200. 300, and 400 Ie V for the PF interaction [21] to 

reproduce the data . A little enhanccn1cnt of \ ~T is required for the FL int raction at 

400 1\lc \ . A .. ccordin g to Ref. 21 the shortest-range part of Re \ rTT in the FL and PF 

interactions has been n1odified (sec Tab . 5 .2) . The PT obscrvables calculated by using 

the 1nodificcl interaction arc plott ed in Figs . 5.4- 5. 7. 

In the n1odification; the . trcngth of \ }" in the FL interact ion is a little enhanced as 

·hown in Fig. 5 .. The n1oclificcl FL interaction describe. the PT obserYablcs of this 11·ork 
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Figure 5.5: For excitation of the 1 +, T=1 state as Fig. 5.4. 
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Figure 5.6 : PT obscrvables by D\YL\ calculations \vith unrnodificd and n1odified PF 
interactions for excitation of the 1 +; T=O state. The cun·es arc calculated with unrnodi
ficcl PF interaction (dotted) . rnodificd by Sakcn1i et al. (dashed); rnodificcl b~, the prescn t 
\\·ode (solid). In the left paneL the upper (lower) curve represents Dss (DJY 1y). 
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Figure 5.8 : Real part of the tensor interactions, Vl and F
7
T as functions of the moment urn 

transfer. The curves are calculated ·with unmodified FL interaction (dotted), n1odifiecl FL 
interaction by Saken1i et al. (solid); unmodified PF interaction (clash ed ). and modified 
PF interaction by Saken1i et al. (dot-dashed ) . The arrows represent the mornentun1 
transfer releYant to the knock-on exchange amplitude. Note t hat \ ~T wa unmodified 
Y\' hile I r/ was n1odified in R ef. 21. 
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Table 5.2: l\Iodification of the strength of the shortest-range part of th tensor intent. -
tion. for 400 l\Ie V in Ref. 21. 

Int. Tenn Range (frn) Original Iodificd 
FL FTNE 0.150 -3 .01782E+4 -3.46E+4 
FL FTNO 0.150 -6.93196E+3 -5.44E+3 
PF 1/TNE 0.175 3.96491E+3 8.41E+3 
PF 1 rTNO 0.175 4.56919E+3 3.09E+3 

slightly better than the unn1odified interaction ( ce Figs. 5.4 and 5.5) . 

The strength of 17 in th PF interaction is highly (Fig. 5.8). In the case of the PF 

interaction, the modification results in ,,·orse predictions of the PT ob crYablcs. especially 

for the 1 +, T=1 state (see Figs . 5.6 and 5. 7) . The strength of 1 7 in the unmodified PF 

interaction is stronger than that of the original FL interaction. But the reduction of the 

1 ~T in the PF interaction resulted in in worse predictions of the PT observables. The 

reason of this behavior comes frorn the large differenc in the isoscalar tensor interaction, 

1Tl, which can be seen in Fig. 5.8 at th momentum transfer relevant to the knock-on 

exchange amplitude. 

5. 4 .2 The 1 +, T ==l state and the tensor interact ions 

In order to obtain a better parametrization of the effective interaction. the shortest

range parts of both the r al V[ and 1 ; , interactions have been rnodified for each the 

FL and PF interaction . The relative cross sections ~~ (1 + ,T=O) / ~~ (1 + ,T=1) and th.e 

PT obscrvables Dss(1+,T=1) and DNN(1+,T=1) arc fitted, since these observablcs ar 

sensitive to the . trength of the tensor interactions. In the fitting process, the calcu

lated observables are averaged in the acceptance of the spectron1eter according to the 

procedure described in Appendix C . The cxperirncntal uncertainties are set to be 3% 

for ~~(1+ . T=0)/j~(1+:T=1), and 0.03 for Dss(1+,T=1): and Dx r(1+,T=1) con. iclcring 

the s~·stcn1a tic unccrt a in tics . 

TllC' \ 2 n1ap ,·cr. us the relati,·c . trengths of 1 [ and 17 to the original Yalucs arc 
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Figure 5.9 : Results of the x2 fit of the shorte. t-range part of '~T and '! of the FL 
interaction (left) and the PF interaction (right). The values denoted by dashed lines, 
(1.00, 1.76) for FL and (0 .39, 1.88) for PF, are used in Tab .5.3 and Fig. 5.10. 

Table 5.3: 1odified strength of the shortest-range part of the tensor interactions by 
fitting to the experimental data of this work. 

Int . Term Range (fn1) Original !Iodified 
FL ' /I'NE 0.150 -3 .01782E+4 -4.34E+4 
FL VTNO 0.1 50 -6.93196E+3 -2 .52E+3 
PF VT E 0.175 3.96491E+3 8.71E+2 
PF VT TO 0.175 4.56919E+3 2.01E+3 

plotted in Fig. 5.9. The results are summarized in Tab. 5.3 and plotted in Fig. 5.10 . 

Although a large difference is re1naining in the strength of the V0T term due to the large 

attracti·ve value of the next shortest-range part of the PF interaction, th strengths of 

' rl and ' '"]" have cmne clo. e to each other around the n1on1entun1 transfer relevant to the 

knock-on exchange amplitude. 
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with the original strengths . The curves are calculated with unmodified FL interaction 

(dotted), modified FL interaction of the present work ( olid), un1nodified PF interaction 

(dashed), and modified PF interaction of the present -vvork (dot-cia hed). The arrows 
represent the 1nomentum tran. fer relevant to the knock-on exchange amplitude. 

5.4.3 The 1 +, T==O state and the Va- interaction 

The strength of Va is sensitive to the PT obscrvables for excitation of the 1 +, T=O 

state (see S c.1.4) , but very insensitive to other o bservables . By u ing this property, the 

longest-range part of the the real Fa interaction ha been fitted after the n1odification 

de cribed in the previou. section . Note that the longest-rang of Va in the FL interac

tion i 0.55 fm - 1
. since the strength of the 1.40 fln - 1 range part i zero . The stati tical 

uncertainties are u eel in the calculation of the variance b cause the experi1nental unc r

tainties of these obscn'ables are dominated b~, the . tatistical one . The results of the x2 

distribution is plotted in Fig. 5.11 and the interaction. trengths arc tabulated in Tab. 5.4. 

As shown in Fig. 5.12 , the strength of the real I ~ interaction in the FL interaction is 

slightly enhanced at the lmYc t nlo1nentun1 transfer region related to the cnhanccn1ent 

of the ten. or interactions in the prc,·iou section. In the ca. e of t be PF interaction . the 

I ~ . trPngth i.' largel~, enhanced to reproduce th data . The discrepancy between the FL 
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Figure 5.11 : Variance (x2
) per degree of freedom (DOF) versus the strength of the 

longest-range part of Fa- for the FL interaction (left) and the PF interaction (Right). 
Strength of Fa- relative to the unmodified one is taken as the horizontal axes . The dashed 
lines represent the value (1.04 for FL and 7.5 for PF) used in Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.12. 

and PF interactions in the Fa- strength at the small momentum transfer region is reduced 

after the modification of the interactions . 

5.5 Spin-isospin structure of the excitation strengths 

5.5.1 Decomposition of the spin-flip strengths 

The measured total spin transfer (I;) is plotted in Fig. 5.13 (upper) as a function of 

the excitation energy. 2.:::; times double differential cross section (I; x d~;w) is plotted in 

Fig . 5.13 (lmver) by hatched regions cmnpared ·with the double differential cross section 

c,~:w ). The 2.:::; X d~:w value is con:idcrcd to repr sent spin-flip strengths . 

It i inferred fron1 Fig. 5.13 that broad resonances at 18 . .J: l'd c\ - and 19.5 ?\IcY ha\'e 

predmninantl~· spin-flip nature. \\-hile a broad resonance at 22.5 ?\lc\ - has both the. pin

flip strength ancl the non-spin-flip strength . At higher excitation energies . the ratio of 

the spin-flip strengt hs to the non-.-pin-flip strengths grad uall~ · increases . 
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Table 5.4: Results of the modified interaction, in which the real 1 ~ interaction was fitted 
to reproduce the PT observables for excitation of the 1 +, T=O tate. 

Int. Term 
FL FSE 

FL FTE 

FL 1 rSO 

FL 1 TT0 

PF VSE 

PF VTE 

PF 17so 

PF FTO 

Range (fm) Original 
0.550 -2 .02124E+02 
0.550 1.21137E+01 
0.550 -9 . 72663E+02 
0.550 -5 .96291E+01 
1.449 -1.65076E+01 
1.449 -1.379 6E+01 
1.449 3.93610E+01 
1.449 1.91574E+00 

Present Work 

F'L (org.) 
- F'L (mod .) 

--- PF' (org .) 

75 - - - PF' (mod .) 

25 

l\Iodified 
-2 .13E+02 
1.56E+01 

-9.83E+02 
-5 .61E+01 
-1.91E+01 
-1.29E+01 
3.6 E+01 
2.77E+OO 

Figure 5.12: Iodified VO" strengths versus the rnon1cntun1 transfer cornparecl ·with the 
unmodified . trengths . The notations are san1e as Fig. 5.10 . The arroYv repre. ents the 
rnornenturn tran fer relevant to the direct interaction. 
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5.5.2 Isospin structure of the spin-flip excitations 

83 

Substitution of the measured PT observables for the two 1 + states in Eq. 1.17 results in a 

\F \2 /\B \2 value of 7.4 ± 1. 5 for isoscala r spin-flip transit ions and 0.50 ± 0.02 for isovector 

spin-flip transitions . By using these values and Eq. 1.9 for !:J.J=!:J.L + 1 transitions, it 

is deduced that the quantity, SLL- Sss, takes a negative value for isoscalar spin-flip 

transit ions, and takes a positive value for isovector spin-flip transit ions v\'ith !:J.L=O or 1. 

. . . x2 IFI2 
since the sign of SLL- Sss IS t he saine as that of 2- x} - IBI2 from Eq. 1.17. SLL-Sss 

exc ptionally becomes -1 for both isoscalar and isovcctor o- transitions, because only t he 

~1=.6.L - 1 part can contribute too- tran. it ions . For non-spin-flip tran.itions. SLL

Sss becon1es zero . Fig. 5.1 4 plots (SLL-Sss) d~~w as a function of the excitation energ~' . 

Fro111 t h abo, ·c discus. ion, it is expected t hat isoscalar spin-flip , trcngths appear in the 

ncgati\' ide and iso\'ector spin-flip st rengths in t h po. it iYc ide except o- :tates. In 

fact . \\'e obserYe negati\'C values for the broad isoscalar resonance at 18.-J ~Ie\' [G9]. Thc 

broad resonan ('. ' at 19.5 ~IcY and at 22.5 ~IcY arc considered to be the isobaric analogue 
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Figure 5.14: ~v1easured SLL-S55 versus the excitation energy of 12 C . 

states of the spin dipole resonances observed in charge exchange reactions [33, 70, 71] . 

Since the resonances have isovector natur , SLL-Sss takes posit ive values . In the figure. 

it is remarkable that an isoscalar spin-fl ip resonance is observed at 20 .5 IeV. The state 

has recently been reported from th study of the 12 C( d~ i ') reaction [72) and has not been 

observed in other reactions. 

5.6 Future perspective 

ow that th techniques to 1neasure the PT ob en·ables in proton inelastic scattering 

at 0° have been e tablished . Since ,,.e have obtained the paran1eters to describe the 

reaction mechanis1n . v\·e can ad,·aucc to the next step to su1Tcy . tructures of the nuclear 

spin-isospi11 excitations 11ot onl~r for discrete state~ l)ut al~ o for giar1t rcsonar1c·c, ar1cl 

continuu1n. 

Subsequent expcrin1cnts. e. g. nH'a uring 28 Sj (P: z/) at 0° have ahead)' pf'rfonnccl. Pre-
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li1uinary analysis of the 28Si(P: p') reaction has revealed that the iso pin dcco1npo ition 

technique can be properly applied to known 1 + states . 

On of the defects of the present 0° measurement i the large vertical acceptance of 

the pectrometer , which allo'.ved protons vvith a scattering angle as large as 3° to be 

detected . In order to reduce the acceptance v.rithout decreasing the signal to noise ratio 

(S / ) , active collimators made of plastic scintilla tors have been installed. By using the 

active collimators, background events due to the edge scattering at the colli1nator can 

be ren1oved from the triggers by detecting the light output of the plastic scintillators. 

The 58 Ni(p, p') reaction has been successfully m asured vvith the active collimators . In 

the experiment, charged particles emitted from excited 58 Ni nuclei have been measured 

by silicon detectors in coincidence. The analysis of the data is in progress . As the 

next experiment. study of the spin dipole resonances on 16 0 nuclei by measuring 0° and 

extremely forward angle (p, p') reaction is planned. 

Finally, I would like to conclude that the 0° (p, p') r action is a powerful and promising 

probe to study the nuclear reaction and nuclear structures, and it vvill certainly shed a 

light on the ·way to the further interesting studies on nuclear physics. 
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CONCLUSION 

Polarization transfer (PT) obscrvables . Dss and D LL, in 12 C(p, p') reaction at 8=0° and 

at Ep=392 Ie \ has been rncasured in a wide excitation nergy region of 5- 34 l\Ie V . 

This is the first rneasurement of the PT observables in proton inelastic scattering at 0° 

in intermediate energy region . The experin1cnt -vva performed by using a high resolution 

rnagnetic spectrometer, Grand Raiden, and a newly constructed focal plane polarimeter 

(FPP) at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RC P). 

The obtained PT observables for excitations of the o+, T=O state at 7.65 l\1e V, the 

1+ . T=O at 12.7 l\1e\ , and the 1+, T=1 state at 15 .1 leV wer cornpared with the 

predictions of the microscopic distorted wave impul e approximation (D\VIA) calcula

tions . Th Franey and Love (FL) interaction the Paris free (PF) int raction. and the 

Paris density-dependent (PD) interaction were employed as an clcm ntary NN interac

tion. The PT obscrvables, Dss and D LL for the o+ excitation ·were con i tent with unitY. 

'' hich arc determined by the axial ymrnetry and the con. CITation law of th total angular 

n1omentum. The isoscalar spin-dependent tern1 (1 ~) of the effectiYe interaction was first 

ob ervccl by 1ncasuring the PT ob ervabl s for the 1 + . T=O excitation . It was shown that 

the FL interaction surprisingl~· w 11 describes the strength of the 1 ·~ tenn even though it 

had been poorly determined frmn ~V :.Y scattering data. The FL int ractjon reproduces 

the PT obscn·ables for the 1+ , T=1 excitation . The PF and PD interac1ion fail to l'C'

proclucc the PT ob. crvahlc. for both the 1 + . tatcs. The eli. agrccrncnt 111 ans an i1npropcr 

G 
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description of the strengths of the tensor ten11s and the isoscalar spin-dependent ten11 in 

the PF and PD interactions . 

A better set of paran1eters of the effective interactions \Vere studied by rnodifying the 

FL and PF interactions to fit the experirnental data. The shortest-range part of the real 

17 tern1 and the real 17 ten11 were n1odified to reproduce the PT observables for the 

1 +, T=1 excitation and the relative differential cross section of the two 1 + states . The 

longest-range part of the real 1 ·~ term was rnodified to reproduce the PT observables for 

the 1 + . T=O excitation. 

It was den1onstrated that the PT observables were powerful probes to studj , pln

isospin structure of the strength in the continuun1 region a well as discrete states . The 

spin-flip and non-spin-flip strengths in 12 C vvere decomposed by using total spin transfers . 

\Ve found that the broad structures at 18.4 leV and at 19.5 leV consist predominantly 

of spin-flip strengths, while the broad structure at 22 .5 leV consist of both spin-flip 

and non-spin-flip strengths . The ratio of the spin-flip strengths to the non-spin-flip 

strengths gradually increases above the giant resonance region . It was sho-vvn that the 

quantity SLL-Sss takes a positive value for isovector spin-fl ip strengths and a negative 

value for isoscalar spin-flip strengths . The selectivity was well confirmed for kno\vn spin

flip strengths on 12 C, e.g. isoscalar spin-flip strength at 18 .5 :tvl e V and isovector spin-flip 

strengths at 19.5 leV and 22.5 ~leV . The isoscalar spin-flip strength at 20.5 1\lcV, v:hich 

has been reported from the study of th 12 C(d~ d1 ) reaction, has been first observed via 

the (p, p') experin1ent. 

The experirnental technique to measure the PT observables in proton in lastic cat

tering at 0° ha. ' been established. It v,ras confirmed that the PT ob erYable. at 0° are 

powerful and pron1ising probes for the , tucly on nuclear reaction as well as spin-isospin 

resonances in nuclei . 
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Appendix A 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experirnental results of dou blc differential cross sections, D ss, and DLL In the 

12 C(p, p') reaction at 0° are summarized in a tabular form. 

Table A.l : 

Ex dO" I drl Dss DLL 
(MeV) (f.Lb sr- 1 0.2 l\ieV- 1 ) 

5.1 17.55 ± 0.82 
5.3 18.85 ± 0.85 

5.5 19.80 ± 0.87 

5.7 5.11 ± 0.44 
5.9 2.94 ± 0.33 

6.1 1.30 ± 0.22 

6.3 4.31 ± 0.41 
6.5 3.17 ± 0.35 
6.7 3.81 ± 0.38 
6.9 3.66 ± 0.37 
7.1 2.21 ± 0.29 
7.3 2.67 ± 0.32 
7.5 4.50 ± 0.41 0.4 0 ± 0.341 1.002 ± 0.369 
7.7 258 .90 ± 3.14 1.003 ± 0.062 1.050 ± 0.069 
7.9 6 .67 ± 1.62 1.016 ± 0.175 0.763 ± 0.170 
8 .1 5.57 ± 0.46 -1.764 ± 1.000 1.953 ± 1.044 

8.3 9.31 ± 0.60 

8 .5 10.22 ± 0.62 

8.7 12.02 ± 0.68 1.737 ± 0.726 -0 .205 ± 0.783 

8 .9 17.62 ± 0.82 0.3--±9 ± 0.527 0.61--! ± 0.544 
9.1 16.79 ± 0.80 -0.056 ± 0.--!55 0.705 ± 0.--!80 
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Ex do) dO Dss DLL 
(1\Ic V) (11b sr- 1 0.2 1\Iev- 1 ) 

9.3 18.77 ± 0. 5 1.431 ± 0.43 1.271 ± 0.456 
9.5 24 .07 ± 0.96 0.658 ± 0.377 0.877 ± 0.393 
9.7 28 .54 ± 1.04 1.147 ± 0.310 0.804 ± 0.313 
9.9 29.03 ± 1.05 0.105 ± 0.298 0.807 ± 0.308 

10.1 29 .83 ± 1.07 1.368 ± 0.306 1.132 ± 0.306 
10.3 25.90 ± 0.99 1.626 ± 0.310 0.831 ± 0.320 
10.5 27.43 ± 1.02 0.441 ± 0.329 1.168 ± 0.329 
10.7 25.48 ± 0.99 0.637 ± 0.324 0.863 ± 0.322 
10.9 26.25 ± 1.00 1.052 ± 0.331 0.929 ± 0.335 
11.1 24.00 ± 0.96 0.-122 ± 0.351 1.033 ± 0.353 
11.3 19.00 ± 0.85 1.228 ± 0.458 0. 783 ± 0.469 
11.5 15.49 ± 0. 77 0.816 ± 0.663 1.400 ± 0.653 
11.7 14.15 ± 0.73 -0.110 ± 0.649 0.267 ± 0.675 
11.9 17.47 ± 0.82 0.751 ± 0.620 0.894 ± 0.637 
12.1 13.01 ± 0.70 
12.3 11.03 ± 0.65 
12 .5 12.40 ± 0.69 
12.7 93 .85 ± 1.89 -0 .700 ± 0.119 0.820 ± 0.126 
12.9 191.50 ± 2.70 -0 .572 ± 0.076 0.743 ± 0.0 7 
13 .1 18.73 ± 0.85 -0.333 ± 0.347 0.522 ± 0.297 
13.3 15.53 ± 0.77 0.455 ± 0.569 0.143 ± 0.564 
13.5 11.71 ± 0.67 0.848 ± 0.574 0.46-± ± 0.560 
13.7 12.86 ± 0. 70 0.649 ± 0.563 0.458 ± 0.628 
13.9 17.93 ± 0.83 0.811 ± 0.418 0.630 ± 0.432 
14.1 33.42 ± 1.13 0.537 ± 0.234 0.525 ± 0.249 
14.3 30 .10 ± 1.07 0.850 ± 0.226 1.018 ± 0.245 
14.5 17.55 ± 0.82 0.960 ± 0.347 1.059 ± 0.366 
14.7 16 .56 ± 0.79 0.439 ± 0.364 0.097 ± 0.359 
1-± . 9 17.21 ± 0.81 0.278 ± 0.358 -0.042 ± 0.214 
15.1 1354.00 ± 7.19 -0 .287 ± 0.020 -0.554 ± 0.022 
15 .3 16 6.00 ± 8.02 -0.076 ± 0.017 -0 .563 ± 0.018 
15 .5 80 .57 ± 1.75 0.129 ± 0.081 -0 .477 ± 0.078 
15.7 28 .69 ± 1.05 0.286 ± 0.19 -0 .139 ± 0.1 2 
15.9 23 .23 ± 0.94 0.987 ± 0.286 0.190 ± 0.270 
16 .1 '-16.43 ± 1.33 0.336 ± 0.163 -0 .073 ± 0.170 
16.3 4-±.33 ± 1.30 0.566 ± 0.150 0.051 ± 0.163 
16 .5 27.20 ± 1.02 0.530 ± 0.2 3 0.197 ± 0.290 
16.7 28 .96 ± 1.05 0.427 ± 0.233 0.5 9 ± 0.250 
16.9 27 .09 ± 1.02 0.923 ± 0.2-±9 0. 20 ± 0.269 
17.1 30.25 ± 1.07 0.397 ± 0.23 0.09.J. ± 0.257 
17.3 30.-±-± ± 1.08 0.537 ± 0.202 0.596 ± 0.224 
17.5 41.16 ± 1.25 0.562 ± 0.187 0.25 ± 0.202 
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Ex 
(l\Ic Y) 

17.7 

17.9 
18 .1 

18.3 
18 .5 

dCJ/dD Dss 
(J.Lb sr- 1 0.2 1\Ie\ - J) 

45 .70 ± 1.32 0.752 ± 0 .172 

50.13 ± 1.38 0.271 ± 0.154 

77 .90 ± 1.72 -0 .309 ± 0.116 

117.00 ± 2.11 -0.43.J ± 0 .088 
109.60 ± 2.04 -0 .237 ± 0.0 8 

DLL 

0.623 ± 0.182 
0. 62 ± 0.167 

0.5 G ± 0.123 
0.793 ± 0.095 
O.G7 ± 0.097 

1 .7 3.32 ± 1.78 0.172 ± 0.113 0.593 ± 0.12-1 

18 .9 92 .32 ± 1.88 0.333 ± 0.110 0.27 ± 0.119 

19 .1 140.70 ± 2.32 0.109 ± 0.084 0.089 ± 0.090 

19 .3 225 .20 ± 2.93 0.04 ± 0.060 -0.036 ± 0.065 

19 .5 270.60 ± 3.21 0.004 ± 0.052 -0 .123 ± 0.056 

19 .7 20 .-±0 ± 2. 2 0.074 ± 0.057 -0.101 ± 0.062 

19 .9 190.20 ± 2.69 0.020 ± 0.062 0.06-± ± 0.068 

20 .1 163.60 ± 2.50 0.3-±3 ± 0.066 0.215 ± 0.07-± 

20 .3 144.60 ± 2.35 0.373 ± 0.072 0.521 ± 0.078 

20 .5 13-±.90 ± 2.27 0.406 ± 0.075 0.573 ± 0.081 

20 .7 12 .80 ± 2.22 0.409 ± 0.074 0.651 ± 0.0 1 

20 .9 127.60 ± 2.21 0.423 ± 0.074 0.472 ± 0.082 

21.1 140 . 0 ± 2.32 0.451 ± 0.070 0.530 ± 0.076 

21.3 152.20 ± 2.41 0.617 ± 0.067 0.535 ± 0.073 

21.5 170.00 ± 2.55 0.645 ± 0.063 0.453 ± 0.067 

21.7 199. 0 ± 2.76 0.59 ± 0.056 0.3 4 ± 0.062 

21.9 217 .30 ± 2. 8 0.4 6 ± 0.054 0.39 ± 0.05 

22 .1 222 .30 ± 2.91 0.509 ± 0.051 0.376 ± 0.057 

22 .3 220 .30 ± 2.90 0.520 ± 0.052 0.510 ± 0.057 

22 .5 219 .50 ± 2. 9 0.459 ± 0.051 0.376 ± 0.057 

22 .7 222 .00 ± 2.91 0.5-±3 ± 0.052 0.405 ± 0.056 

22 .9 212 .00 ± 2.84 0.510 ± 0.051 0.3 ± 0.057 

23 .1 191.40 ± 2.70 0.597 ± 0.056 0.475 ± 0.061 

23.3 172.70 ± 2.57 0.5 9 ± 0.060 0.54 ± 0.065 

23 .5 157.80 ± 2.45 0.555 ± 0.061 0.600 ± O.OG 

23.7 150.80 ± 2.40 0.572 ± 0.064 0.515 ± 0.070 

23 .9 141.50 ± 2.32 0.49 ± 0.067 0.591 ± 0.074 

24.1 123 .50 ± 2.17 0.515 ± 0.071 0.4 5 ± 0.079 

2 ~1.3 115 .00 ± 2.10 0.-±76 ± 0.07 0.542 ± 0.0 5 

2-± .5 9 .65 ± 1.9-± 0.5-11 ± 0.0 4 0.40 ± 0.092 

24.7 9-±.76 ± 1.90 0.521 ± 0.097 

24 .9 95 .1 ± 1.91 0.47 ± 0.091 0.414 ± 0 .096 

25.1 106.-10 ± 2.01 0.-±26 ± 0.0 0.5 9 ± 0.09-1 

25 .3 113 .10 ± 2.0 0.-±60 ± 0.090 

25 .5 
25 .7 

25 .9 

113 .30 ± 2.0 

10 .90 ± 2.0-± 
9 . .J ± 1.9-1 

OA33 ± 0.090 

0.3-±7 ± 0.092 
O . .J1G ± 0.096 
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Ex dCJ /drl Dss DLL 
(l'de V) (p,b sr- 1 0.2 l\1c v - 1) 

26.1 93 .31 ± 1.89 0.431 ± 0.090 0.406 ± 0.100 
26 .3 87.28 ± 1.82 0.228 ± 0.09-± 0.599 ± 0.103 
26 .5 81.60 ± 1. 76 0.614 ± 0.099 0.228 ± 0.107 
26 .7 78 .1 7±1.73 0.313 ± 0.100 0.375 ± 0.110 
26.9 7-± .28 ± 1.68 0.355 ± 0.104 0.372 ± 0.111 
27.1 77.1 8 ± 1.72 0.355 ± 0.107 0.366 ± 0.116 
27.3 67.45 ± 1.60 0.460 ± 0.110 0.185 ± 0.118 
27 .5 73 .70 ± 1.68 0.242 ± 0.113 0.059 ± 0.123 
27 .7 68 .67 ± 1.62 0.274 ± 0.117 0.279 ± 0.125 
27 .9 72.33 ± 1.66 0.314 ± 0.117 0.509 ± 0.125 
28 .1 74.50 ± 1.69 0.310 ± 0.119 0.498 ± 0.126 
28.3 68.94 ± 1.62 0.134 ± 0.117 0.416 ± 0.126 
2 .5 68 .06 ± 1.61 0.210 ± 0.118 0.317 ± 0.127 
2 .7 65 .81 ± 1.58 0.210 ± 0.118 0.270 ± 0.126 
28 .9 66.68 ± 1.59 0.467 ± 0.114 0.484 ± 0.129 
29 .1 63 .94 ± 1.56 0.1 60 ± 0.117 0.195 ± 0.128 
29 .3 62 .68 ± 1.55 0.332 ± 0.115 0.269 ± 0.12 
29.5 65 .31 ± 1.58 0.283 ± 0.120 0.253 ± 0.130 
29 .7 57.38 ± 1.48 0.339 ± 0.122 0.072 ± 0.135 
29 .9 55 .54 ± 1.46 0.309 ± 0.126 0.669 ± 0.139 
30 .1 59 . 9 ± 1.51 0.281 ± 0.128 0.417 ± 0.139 
30 .3 58 .98 ± 1.50 0.339 ± 0.130 0.608 ± 0.144 
30 .5 57.95 ± 1.49 0.471 ± 0.134 0.476 ± 0.145 
30 .7 54.36 ± 1.44 0.417 ± 0.138 0.155 ± 0.150 
30 .9 54 .97 ± 1.45 0.356 ± 0.136 0.482 ± 0.1-±8 
31.1 54.44 ± 1.44 0.178 ± 0.135 0.199 ± 0.151 
31.3 54.36 ± 1.44 0.202 ± 0.1-±1 0.254 ± 0.152 
31.5 50 .39 ± 1.39 0.354 ± 0.144 0.270 ± 0.155 
31.7 48 .68 ± 1.36 0.405 ± 0.142 0.395 ± 0.158 
31.9 53 .87 ± 1.43 0.453 ± 0.148 0.296 ± 0.161 
32 .1 46.58 ± 1.33 0.184 ± 0.1--1 0.050 ± 0.167 
32 .3 50 .85 ± 1.39 0.-±12 ± 0.157 -0.041 ± 0.170 
32.5 50 .2 ± 1.39 0.46 ± 0.162 0.144 ± 0.172 
32 .7 50 .47 ± 1.39 0.245 ± 0.161 -0.170 ± 0.175 
32 .9 45 .51 ± 1.32 0.129 ± 0.167 0.400 ± 0.183 
33 .1 39.87 ± 1.23 0.192 ± 0.175 0.258 ± 0.1 7 
33 .3 43 .34 ± 1.29 0.410 ± 0.180 -0.003 ± 0.190 
33.5 -±4 .60 ± 1.30 0.161 ± 0.1 83 0.397 ± 0.202 
33.7 41.32 ± 1.26 0.376 ± 0.195 0.09--1 ± 0.2-±7 
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SPIN PRECESSION IN A 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

B.l Spin precession in a uniform magnetic field 

If the velocity of a proton is perpendicular to a uniform magnetic fie ld, B , the time 

evolut ion of the polarization vector, p of the proton is written according to the equation 

(1 1.170) of Re£.[73] as 
dp e gP 1 
- = - p X(- - 1 + -)B 
dt ll i pc 2 r ) (B.1 ) 

where gp=5 .585 is t he gyromagnetic ratio of a proton (Lande g factor), and r has the usual 

meaning ( r = ~) in t he special theory of relativity. From (B. 1), the polarization 
v l-{32 

vector precesses along B keeping its magnitude (Thomas precession) with a con tant 

frequency of 

w = _e_(gP - 1 + 2:_ )B . 
P !I IPc 2 r 

The equation of motion for the proton is 

dv e 
ril l -= - v X B 

p dt c 

(B .2) 

(B.3) 

from the equation (12.37) of Ref. [73L IYhere the protons velocit~· is denoted b~· v. The 

1nagnitude of the \'elocity is constant . and the direction rotate along the 1nagnetic field 

with a constant frequencY of 

(B.-1) 
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I denote the rotation angle of the perpendicular cornponent of the polarizat ion \'ector 

relative to the direction of the velocity by ()P , and the rotation angle of the velocity ,·ector 

by ()v· From (B.2) and (B .4), ()P can be written by ()v as 

B.2 

()P (wp- wv )t 

_e_ (gP - 1)Bt 
JI. !Pc 2 

ry (g; - 1)wvt 

Jl (gp - 1)()v· 
2 

(B .5) 

Simulation of the spin precession in Grand Raid en 

To be precise, a simulation of the spin rotation in the Grand Raiden was performed . 

At first particle trajectory in the Grand Raiden was simulated by using an ion-optical 

sirnulation code RA YTRA CE [74] . Input parameters are taken from [75] and arc li ted in 

Table.B.l. Spin rotation matrices is simply calculated from the variation of the momen

tum vector output by RAYTRA CE. The pin rotation matrices are fitted by 2nd-order 

polynomials of th horizontal cattering angle () s and t h vertical catt ring vertical scat

tering angle cPs as 

( p" ) ( II ) 

II Px" 
II 

R x ( ¢~) Ry ( e:) PY," (B .6) PN" 
II 

PL 11 Pz" 

c~ ) Rx ( ¢' )Ry ( e:)M Ry( 8~) ~~ 

( 1 - 4~s1e; 0 -s.6ose, ) 
J.l ! 1 

1 - 4~ s1e; 8.608()5 0 

( 1- 4 200¢; 2.880¢5 - 1.437¢; ) X - 2.880¢5 1 - 0.501 cb2 - 1.287¢ 5 (B.7) 
- 2.28.±¢; 1.2 4¢s 1 - 0. 847 ¢; 

B,· averaging the polari zat ion in the acceptance of t he Grand Raidcn . . uch that -e:na:r ~ 
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becomes 

( J7') p~::. 
PL" 

]If' 
( 

0.9914 
Rx(¢~) Ry(B~)!II rv 0 

-0.0021 

0 - 0.0013 ) 
0.9995 0 . 

0 0.9944 
(B. ) 

The result is reasonably consistent with the rough estimations by by Eq. (C .19) and 

(C .20) . 
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Table B .1: Input parameters for ion-optical calculations 

Q1 8X Q2 D1 ~1P D2 D8R 
Field -0 .643 7.60 0.080 10 .15 0.00 10.15 1.457 

(kG/cn1) (G/cm2
) (kG/em) (kG) (kG) (kG) 

Length 60 em 20 em 30 ClTI 

Entrance angle 0.0° 40 .0° -7 .5° 
Exit angle 30.0° 36.7° 11.9° 

Bending angle 0.0° 102.0° 1.70 

C1 0.476 0.476 0.3627 0.2662 0.0755 
C2 5.98 5.98 1.3670 1.5122 1.9614 
C3 -5 .61 -5 .61 -0.4841 -0 .4869 -0.1985 
C4 2.2 2.2 0.2197 0.2654 0.4537 
C5 0.0 0.0 -0.0086 0.1956 -0.0115 
C6 0.0 0.0 -0 .0007 0.0014 0.0392 
802 0.0 0.0 0.0 
803 -6 .9248 0.0856 0.0 
804 0.0 -0.0604 0.0 
805 0.0 -0.0052 0.0 
806 0.0 0.0 0.0 
812 0.0 0.0 0.0 
813 -1.3047 0.0535 0.0 
814 0.0088 -0.0348 0.0 
815 0.0 -0 .0117 0.0 
816 0.0 0.0 0.0 

RAP1 0.0 0.0023 0.001 
RAP2 0.00083 -0.0013 0.0 
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Table B.2: Sample re ults of the ion-optics calculations (1) 

Element Bending Xs ()s Ys cPs spin rotation 
angle (em) (rnr) (em) (mr) matrix 

( 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ) 
Target 0.0 1.750 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Ql 0.0 

( 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0068 ) 
0.402 4.435 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.0068 -0 .0000 1.0000 
sx 0.0 

( 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0068 ) 
0.668 4.421 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.0068 -0 .0000 1.0000 
Q2 0.0 

( 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0052 ) 
0.956 3.802 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.0052 -0 .0000 1.0000 
D1 60 .0 

( - 0.8873 -0 .0000 0.4612 ) 
1.604 1.592 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

-0 .4612 0.0000 -0 .8873 
I\IP 0.0 

( -0.8873 -0.0000 0.4612 ) 
1.756 1.592 0.000 0.000 0 .0000 1.0000 0.0000 

-0 .4612 0.0000 -0 .8873 
D2 102.0 

( 0.6067 -0 .0000 0.7949 ) 
0.977 -4 .183 0.000 0.000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

-0 .7949 -0.0000 0.6067 
DSR 1.7 

( 0.5443 -0.0000 0. 389 ) 
F.P. 0.059 -4.167 0.000 0.000 -0 .0000 1.0000 0.0000 

- 0.8389 - 0.0000 0.5-!43 
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Table B .3: Sample results of the ion-optics calculations (2) 

Ele1ncnt Bending Xs Bs y cPs spin rotation 
angle ( c1n) (mr) (em) (mr) matrix 

( 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ) 
Target 0.0 0.000 0.000 1.750 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Q1 0.0 

( 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ) 
0.000 0.000 0.174 -0.411 0.0000 1.0000 - 0.0055 

-0.0000 0.0055 1.0000 
sx 0.0 

( 1.0000 -0 .0000 -0.0000 ) 
0.000 -0.001 0.150 -0 .411 0.0000 1.0000 -0.0055 

0.0000 0.0055 1.0000 
Q2 0.0 

( 1.0000 -0 .0000 -0 .0000 ) 
-0 .000 -0 .001 0.124 -0 .309 0.0000 1.0000 -0 .0052 

0.0000 0.0052 1.0000 
D1 60 .0 

( -0.8871 0.0024 0.4615 ) 
-0 .000 -0 .001 0.006 -0 .328 0.0000 1.0000 -0.0052 

-0 .4616 -0.0046 -0 .8871 
IP 0.0 

( -0.8871 0.0024 0.4615 ) 
-0.001 -0.001 -0 .026 -0.328 0.0000 1.0000 -0.0052 

-0.4616 -0.0046 -0.8871 
D2 102.0 

( 0.6186 0.004 0.7857 ) 
-0 .000 0.002 -0 .091 0.245 -0.0009 1.0000 -0 .0054 

-0 .7857 0.0027 0.6186 
DSR 1.7 

( 0.5568 0.0050 0.8306 ) 
F.P. 0.000 0 .002 -0 .037 0.247 -0.0009 1.0000 -0.0054 

-0.8306 0.0023 0.556 



Appendix C 

CORRECTION FOR FINITE 
ANGLE SCATTERING 

C.l Overview 

In the case of proton inelastic scattering scattering from a spin-zero target nucleus at 

0°, three PT observables, D 55 , DNN and DLL, re1nain no zero . Since D 55 equals to 

DN N from the rotational symmetry, independent PT observables are two: i .e. D 55 (or 

DNN) and DLL · In Chap . 3, the two PT observables, D ss and DLL , have been deduced 

from the beam polarization and the polarization of the scattered particles by using a 

simple equation (Eq. 3.35) which holds at exact 0°. But in actual, the scattered protons 

measured by the FPP is not only scattered at 0° but also scattered at small finite angles, 

since the solid angle of the spectrometer must have a finite acceptance . Hence, the 

following points should be incorporated properly, in order to compare the experimental 

results with theoretical predictions . 

1. The normal direction of the scattering plane is not alwa~'s vertical but depends on 

the azimuthal scattering angle in the acceptance . 

2. The spin-precession angle in Grand Raiden depends on the the hori zontal scattering 

angle . 

100 
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3. The n1easured polarization i an average polarization in the acceptance weighted 

by the differential cross sections. 

In t his appendix , the first order contribut ions fro1n the finite scattering angles are dis

cus ed . 

The sections proceed as follows. 

C.2 D finition of coordinate systems . 

C .3 Transformation of t he bean1 polarization from t he experinlCntal roon1 coordinate 

system (P x, Py, Pz) to t he reaction coordinate . yste1n (P . , p N, p L). 

C.4 Relation between t he beam polarization (Ps, p N, p L) and t he polarization of scat

tered protons (p~, , p' , , p~,) . 

C.S Transformation of the polarization of the scattered protons from the reaction coor

dinate system (p~,, p'tv,, p~,) to the experimental room coordinate system (p~ , p~, 

p~) . 

C.6 Relation b etvveen th polarization of the scattered protons (p~, p~, p~) and the 

polarization at the fo cal plane polarimeter (p~", p'fv", P1") incorporat ing the spin 

precession in the spectrometer. 

C . 7 Sumn1ary of the finite angle correction . 

Th discussions are based on the assu1nptions: 

• Scattering angles are s1nall ( () << 0.1 ) . 

• The acceptance of the spectrmneter is yn1metric about the , ·ertical axis ( -e~wx :::; 
()s:::; e~ncu ) and the horizontal axis ( - ¢r;ax :::; cPs :::; c/Jr;ax). 

I note that a\·eragiug in the acccptan ·e can be taken at anv stage separately: ,'ince onl~, 

the first order contributions arc Dcs-cus.-ccl . 
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y 

horizon tal plane 

Figure C .l: Coordinate sy te1n used in the analysis of the 12 C(p.p') reaction in the 
laboratory frame. x, y, and z are the unit vectors in the coordinate y ·te1n fixed at the 
experimental room. N( =N') is a unit vector perpendicular to the reaction plane . L (L') 
is a unit vector parallel to the incoming (outgoing) momentun1 vector k(k') . S (S'), N 
(N'), and L (L') form a right handed coordinate system for incon1ing (outgoing) protons. 

C.2 Coordinate systems 

Coordinate systems at the reaction target in the laboratory fra1ne are illustrat d in 

Fig. C .l k (k') denotes the inco1ning (outgoing) proton 1nomentum. The coordinate 

system which is fixed to the experimental roo1n is defined as follows . 

[ Experimental roon1 coordinate syste1n] 

• Tak z along the incoming proton momentu1n . 

• Take y along the vertical direction. 

• x is defined a unit vector. x, y, and z, forn1 a right-handed carte. ian coordinate 

~, tcn1. 

Two cartesian coordinate . ~" 1 c1ns . ,,·hich ar fixed to the reaction plane. arc clcfinecl 

as follows. 
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[ Inco1ning proton coordinate s ~ ' stenl] 

k X k' 
N =---

lk X k' l' 

[ Outgoing proton coordinate ] 

k X k' 
N' = N =---

Ik X k' l' 

k 
L = Tki ' 

k' 
L' = fk'T ' 

N x L 
s =IN X Ll 

N' X L' 
S' = ----

IN' X L' l 
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(C.l) 

(C.2) 

T he laboratory scattering angle, e. is defined as t he relative angle betYveen t he lTIOlnenta, 

k and k'. T he azimut hal angle, ¢, is measured fron1 t he .T-axis. 

For ion-optical calculations of the Grand R aid en sp ectrometer , t he horizontal scattering 

angle, () s, and t he vert ical scattering angle, cPs, are defined as 

tan() s 
-k' K K 
_x = -tan() cos '"" · (-- < () < - ) 
k~ 'f/ I 2 - S - 2 j 

k' K K 
2 = tan() sin '"" (- - < '"" < -) . k' 'f/ 2 - l.f/s - 2 

z 
(C.3) tan cPs = 

Th sign of () s is chosen t o be consistent wit h t he definition of ' () ' used in t he ion-opt ical 

calculation codes R AY T R ACE [74]. The definition of t he cPs is light ly different from t he 

defini t ion in R AYTRACE: 

k' 
tan cPRAYTRACE = y (C .4) 

/kt2 + k'2 v X Z 

The diffe rence can be neglected in t he first order calculation on () s and cPs . 

At t he focal plane of t he spectrometer , two coordinate syste1ns are defined as 

[ Focal plane coordinate ] 

• For each proton mon1ent um . t he uni t vector ; z". is taken along the 1TI01nent u1n of 

protons scattered at exact 0° . 

• y " is taken along t he \·crtical direction . 

• x" is defined as the unit Ye ·tors x" , y". and z" fon11 a right-handed cartesian 

coorcliuate sYste1n. 
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[ Focal plane polarimeter (FPP) coordinate ] 

• L" is taken along the mo1nentum k ". 

• Detern1ine a and {3 which satisfy the equation: 

n n n n 
(--<a< - - - < {3 < - ) 2- - 2 ' 2- - 2' 

·where Ri ( cPi) is the three-di1nensional rotation matrix along the i-axis. 

10--! 

(C.5) 

• S" and N " are defined by using the rotation matrix which relates z" to L" as 

S" Ry" (a )Rx" ({J)x", 

N " Ry" (a )Rx" ({J)y". (C.6) 

The horizontal angle and the vertical angle from the z" -axis at the focal plane are 

defined as 

tan e: 

tan¢~ = 

-k" 
X 

k" ' z 

k" 
_]L 

k~ 
(C .7) 

e~ ( ¢~) at th focal plane is related to e s (cPs) at t h reaction target, by the first order 

ion-optical parameters as 

C.3 

e' s (B' IB) es = 
1 es · 

-0.417 I 

¢' (<P' I<Pl q,, = s~s q,, (C.8) 

Polarization of the beam in the reaction coordi
nate system 

The polarization of the bean1 in the coordinate system fixed to the reaction plane is 

expre sed 1 y that in the coordinate system fixed to the experin1C'ntal roon1 a . 

( 
Ps ) 
PN 
PL 
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focal plane 

Trajectory of the 0° 
scattered proton 

Trajectory of the 
scattered proton 

focal plane 

Trajecto ry of the 
scattered proton 
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Figure C.2 : The focal plane coordinate system (Left) and the focal plane polarimeter 
coordinate system (Right) . In the left panel, z" is taken to be parallel to the momentum 
for the 0° scattered protons with th same magnitud of the mon1entum. y " is taken 
in the vertical direction. x" is defined to form a right handed coordinate system. z" is 
tak n to be parallel to the momentum In the right panel, L" is taken along the momentum 
'ector, and in general not in the horizontal plane . S" (N") is defined by a rotation of x" 
(y") with the rotation 1natrix which relates z"toL" . 

C.4 

( 

cos¢ sin¢ 
-sin¢ cos¢ 

0 0 

Polarization transfer coefficients 

(C.9) 

Under the parity in variance, the cross sections and the polarizations of proton inelastic 

scattering from a spin-zero target ar vvritten as [57) 

I ( p~, ) = Io ( ~ 
0 ,.-!.N 0 

) ( {: ) D ss' 0 DLs' (C.lO) 
PN 1 p 0 DNN' 0 
p~, 0 Du 0 DLu 

where Pi is the polarization of the inco1ning proton and p~ is the polarization of the 

outgoing proton . . Dij' :. denote \Yolfen. tein parameter [76 . 57) for the i component of the 

inc:on1ing proton polarization and the j' con1ponent of the outgoing proton polarization. 

P,y ( A_y) rcprc. -cnts the ~Y emu ponent of the inclncccl polarization (analYzing pO\Ycr) . 10 
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(I ) denotes the flux of incorning (outgoing) protons . Eq. C .10 is modified as 

( 
P;s' ) _ 1 { ( D s S' 0 D LS' ) ( P s ) ( 0 ) } 
PN' - 0 D NN' 0 PN + PN . 

I 1 + AN]JN D 0 D 0 Pv sv LL' PL 

( C .11) 

C.5 Polarization of the scattered protons in the ex
perimental coordinate system 

The components of the outgoing proton polarization in the coordinate system fixed at 

the experimental room are written as 

( 

]J~ ) 

~~ = 

( 
co; e ~ si~ e ) ( ~~: : ~~~n/ ~ ) 

- sin e 0 cos e 0 0 1 

( 

cos ¢ - sin ¢ sin e ) ( P;s' ) 
sin ¢ cos¢ 0 PN' 

- sin e cos ¢ sin e sin ¢ 1 p~, . 
(C .l2) 

In the last equation, cos e, is replaced be unity since e is small . 

C.6 Precession of the polarization vector in the spec
trometer 

By using Eq. B .l the polarization of the 0° scattered proton rnea ured by the FPP is 

expressed as 

( 

II ) 
Ps" 
]J~T II 
]J L" 

D' b 

( 
co

0
s. D~ , o1 sin0 D~, ) ( lp~:Y:r,- ) 

(for es =cPs= 0); 
- Sln Db 0 COS Db Pz 

(C.13) 

", c~J - 1 )Db; (C .1 4) 
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where 8~ i · the spin precession angle and 86 is the bending angle of the Grand Raidcn. 

8b takes a value of 161.7° for the trajectory of the primary bea1n. 

At finite scattering angles, the spin precession angle depends on the scattering angles, 

() s and cPs . The follov.rings described a rough estin1ate of the order of t he correction 

for t he mea ured polarization arising fro1n th Bs and cPs dependence . By the horizontal 

scattering angle () s, scattered protons g t an additional bending angle, 8e, along the y-axis 

in t he spectrometer , \vhere 

(C .1 5) 

(B~IBs) is defined in Eq . C.8. The 1natrix for the additional rotation of the polarization 

in the spectron1eter is expressed by 

Ry(8~ + 8e) , 

8~ = ry(gP - 1)8e . 
2 

Since Ry ( 8~) and Ry ( 8~) commute with each other Eq. C .13 is modified as 

( 
P1~·" ) 

PN" 
II 

PL" 

(C .16) 

(C .17) 

The acceptance of t he spectro1neter i ymmetric about Bs. By taking t he average of the 

polarization in the acceptance and negl cting the angular dependence of the dif-ferential 

cross sections . Eq.(C.17) is \\Titten by 

( 
]J;f" ) p 'II 

-~~-

]J L" 

(C.1 ) 
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1 .oma:r -- I s cos(8~ + Bs)d()s 
2()~wx . - o:nax 

sin { [ ry ( ~ - 1) ( 1 - ( e~ 1 e s)) + 1] e~ax } 

[ry(g{- 1)(1- (B~IBs)) + 1]()~nax 
0.996 (for e~nax = 1.00°). 

10 

(C.19) 

Hence the averaging in the horizontal acceptance, Bs, has an effect of reducing the .r" and 

z" component of the polarization m asured by the focal plane polarimeter. The factor 

is of the order of 0. 996 and therefore negligible. 

Although the san1e technique does not apply to the ¢s acceptance since the rotation 

1natrix does not con1mute -with Ry ( ()~) . the order of the correction is roughly estimated 

1n a same v.ray 

1 q;max 

2c/J':'"x ;_;':'", cos( 154, + c/J, )dcjJ , 

sin { [ 'Y ( ~ - 1) ( 1 - ( ¢~ I cPs)) + 1] ¢~ax} 

[ry(~ - 1)(1- (¢~lc/Js)) + 1] c/J~wx 

0.996 (for ¢r;ax = 2. 98°). 

From both the contributions of Eq. C.19 and C.20, we obtain 

( 
p;~/1 ) ( 0.99 
PN" rv 0 
- ,-, 0 
PL" 

(C .20) 

(C .21) 

The above estimate is consistent with a more realistic calculation (1..!' in Eq. B .8) of 

the spin rotation angle in the spectrometer, which is described in Appendix B.2. 

C. 7 Summary of the finite angle correction 

Fron1 Eq.( C .12), ( C .11), and ( C.9) we obtain 
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X 

0 

DNN' 
0 
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Since the acceptance of the spcctro1neter is taken to be syn1metric about the c/J = 0 

(horizontal) plane and the rjJ = 1r /2 (vertical) plane , it is valid to o1nit odd-functions of 

¢ and to o1nit the terms which arc odd in the substitution of rjJ by rjJ + 1r. In addition, 

(1 + ANPN) - 1 is approximated as 1- ANPN· Then the Eq.(C .22) is modified as 

( 

Dss'cos2 r/J+ DNN'sin2 ¢ 0 
0 Dss' sin2 rjJ + DNN' cos2 rjJ 

-(Dss' cos2 rP + DNN' sin2 ¢)sine 0 

DLL~sin e ) ( ~: ) 
DLL' Pz 

D LS' cos rP ) ( Px ) ( 0 ) } 
0 Py + PN cos¢ 

-DLs' sine cos e Pz 0 
{ ( 

D s u sin e cos ¢ 0 
_--!_NPy cos r/J 0 0 

Dsu cos rjJ 0 

( 
Px ) ( - sin ¢ ) } 
Py +PN 0 
Pz sine sin rjJ 

{ ( 

0 D 5 u sin e in rjJ 0 ) 
+ ANPx sin¢ 00 0 D LS'osin e 

Dsu sine 

(C.23) 

At small scattering angles, Dsu , DLs', A and PN are of the order of e. By omitting 

second and higher order terms of e, we obtain 

Dss' cos
2 

rP + DNN' sin
2 

¢ 0 DLuosin e ) ( P~x: ) 
0 Dss' sin2 rjJ + D N' cos2 ¢ 

-(Dss'cos2 r/J +DNN'sin2 r/J )sine 0 DLL' 

(C.24) 

Eq.(C.24) becmnes a sirnple diagonal equation at oo by bringing e to zero and applying 

the relation , Dss' =DN ", which holds at 0°. 

Fron1 Eq. C.21 ancl C.24. the the polarization measured by th FPP (i~" ). \Yhich is 

the aYcrage of p~~· " in the acceptance. is \\Titten as 

- ,-, D cor £1 D co r · rt 
P .'i" = s.s· P.c cos ()b + LLP::. lll u,J . (C.20 ) 
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where ncor and ncor are defined as 55 LL 

ncor 
55 

D ear = LL -

J dD~~(B)(D55' cos2 ¢ + DNN' sin2 ¢) 
0.99 d 

J dDd~(B) 
0.99 I dD~(B)DLL' 

fdD~~(B) 
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(C.26) 

The suffix 'cor ' represents an averaged observable which can be compared \Vith the ex

perimental results, De;/ or D~i presented in Chap. 4. The integrations should be taken 

in the range, I sine cos ¢1=B~nax::;l.00° and I sine sin ¢1=¢~ax::;2 . 98° for the comparison 

with the experimental results . The averaged total spin transfers are obtained fro1n D55r 

and D£0£r by 

2:;cor 3 _ (2ncor + ncar) 55 LL 
4 

(C .27) 



Appendix D 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

D.l Introduction 

A focal plane polarimeter (FPP) for the Grand Raiden spectrometer has been constructed 

at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University. The FPP enables 

the measurernent of the polarization of scattered protons by using the double scattering 

technique. In experiments using the FPP, the typical data size of an event becomes 

larger and the number of events required to deduce a physical result becomes larger 

compared -vvith ordinary experiments of measuring differential cross sections. In addition, 

a measurernent of polarization transfer observables in 0° proton inelastic scattering has 

b en proposed. Sine the experiment suffers lots of background events arising from the 

beam halo, a large number of eYents must be taken to get physical results. Hence , high 

requirements have arisen for a high speed data acqui ition system -vvhich is capable of 

handling 5 kHz triggers with live time larger than 80%. The typical data size i · 160 

bytes/ events. An overview of the new data acquisition sy 'ten1 is illustrated in Fig. D.l. 

D.2 Front part 

A ne\\· data acquisition systen1 has been cleYeloped according to the following design. 

• l'se TDC/ ...-\DC nwdnles ,,·hich pro\·icle fast data con,·cr: ion and readout. 
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(I/O-Station) 
ATM 
--(((]-Migration 

Event Build 
Recording 
On-line Analysis 

Figure D .1: Overview of the data acquisition system. 

• Store events in buffer n1e1nories by harchvare logic 

• Parallel data storing for each counter ystem 

• Apply a double buffer method for each counter system to re1nove the dead time of 

data transfer 

For the first point, we have replaced all the ADCs and TDCs by LeCroy FERA/FERET 

fast encoding and r adout ADC /TDC system. The conversion time of the LeCroy 

FERA/FERET 1nodules is 8.5 J-L ec for 11 bit resolution, which is much faster than that 

of the previousl) modules, e.g. 60 J-L for LeCroy 2249A. \ Ve have al o replaced LeCroy 

4291B drift chamber TDCs by LeCroy 3377 drift chamber TDCs. The conversion tin1e 

\vas in1proved from 35 J-LSec + 12 fL ·ec per hit chann l to 1.8 ps c + 0.1 J-LSec per hit 

channel. 

For the second and third points: CES 8170 High Speed ~Iemories and LeCroy 1190 Dual 

Port 1\Iemories has been installed on the front-end\ -::dE yste1n . The data of the digitizer 

n1odules are transfered to the 1nen1ory modules via ECL bus \vith no CAI\IAC function. 

nor oft ware overhead. Two neY\' mod nles have brrn drvelopecl for t hr n1anagcn1ent oft he 

data traiL fer: Rapid Data Transfer Iodnle (RDT~I) and Flo,,~ Controlling£,· ut Tagger 

(FCET) The RDT~I 1nanagcs the data tr<1n. fer hmn a LeCroy 273 PCOS III svstc1n 
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via LeCroy-bus to a memor~r n1odules via ECL-bus. The RDTI\1 appends a header word 

and an event counter word in front of an event . The header word and the counter ·word 

are used in the stage of the event building. The n1axin1um data tran fer rate through the 

RDTI\I is 4 ![Bytes/sec. The FCET is a logic 1noclule progranuned on a FPGA (field 

progran1mable gate array) on LeCroy 2366 univer allogic module (UL I). The FCET is 

installed in a FERA bus placed between a LeCroy 4301 FERA driver module and FERA 

n1odules . The FCET controls the data fio-vv in the FERA bus according to the decision 

by the second level trigger system, and append· a header ·word, an event counter \vord ; 

and an input register word to each event. The input register word is read out from its the 

front panel of the FCET. The FCET is also operated with LeCroy 3377 drift chamber 

TDc· . . 

For the last point. we assigned a pair of buffer men1ory modules for each counter 

systems. One of the pair modules are alternatively set active. \ i\Then one of the active 

1nodule comes close to full after the acquisition of an event, all the active buffer are 

switched to inactive and the paired buffers are set active. Thus, the bufferS\\ itching takes 

place for all the pair modules at once . The buffer switching mechanism is also 1nanaged 

by hardware logics programmed on a UL 1. The dead t ime of the buffer switching is 

about 30 micro seconds and therefore negligible. About 300 events can be stored in a 

buffer. 

The time spec of the front readout system is plotted in Fig. D.2 . The typical dead 

time for the acquisition of an event is 20 to 30 1nicro seconds . \vhich depends on the data 

SlZe. 

D.3 Rear part 

The data stored in the buffer n1emor~- 1nodules on the front-end \ -~IE syste1n. " ·hich is 

operated bv the OS/9 operating syste1n on an I\ICGSO.JO ba. ed CPU board . are transferred 

to a SGI\ . pare 10 \York station u ' ing YT\IIC 5576 reflective n1e1nor~· 1noclnlc. ,·ia fiber

optic cable . . They rcfiectin' 1nrn1or~- 1noclules arc connrctC'cl to a fibcr-opbc cable ring. 
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Figure D .2: Ti1ne table of an event action. 
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The memory on the modules can be understood as a shared memory which can be 

acce sed from any node connected to the ring. \Vhen data are \vritten in one of the 

reflective memory modules, it broadcasts the data through to all the other modules 

resulting in the appearance of the same at the same memory location of the other modules . 

A data transfer as high as 2 i'viBytes/sec has been achiev d . In the first ver ion of th 

system, the data transf red to the SUN \ivork station (n1ari) are stored at the local hard 

disks. In the present system, the data are re-transfered to a DEC/ 4100 work station 

(kasuga) operated by the Digital Unix version 4.0 sy te1n via an FDDI net\York. The 

data are stored in the hard disks connected to the kasuga work station. The kasuga work 

station does event building and distributes the built data to analyzers on any hosts using 

TCP /IP socket communications . 

D.4 Performance 

The newly developed data acquisition . yste1n has been used in n1an~' experirncnts at 

RC~P since July 1996. In the experin1cnt to 1neasure polarization transfer ob. ,en·ables 

at 8=0 degrees on J anne1.r~· 1997. the t~·pical trigger ra tc fron1 the second lc,·d triggrr 
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system \vas 4 to G kHz and the dead ti1ne was 10 to 20 %. It corresponds to the data 

transfer rate of 500 to 1,000 KBytes/scc . 

The develop1nent of the new data acquisit ion system was reported in Ref. [48, 49). The 

author is grateful to R . Fox for valuable discussions. 
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